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We postulate that this energy heats the poles at very high levels
and causes a high cell there. One possible method of heating the area
150 to 200 km would be by slowing the west winds there resulting in
an increase in temperature and high pressure. The slowing could
be brought about by increased ionization at levels near 150 km.
Our descriptive evidence shows that the significant effect on
the lower atmosphere precedes the magnetic storm and probably pre-
cedes the reported data of the solar event. We postulate that there
is a leading event on the sun that affects the earth.
We have a theory for.the transmission of a disturbance down-
ward (feeding on the energy of the lower atmosphere).
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ABSTRACT
A recognizable disturbance of a i0 mb chart is shown to
accompany a solar disturbance. The i0 mb disturbance precedes
the magnetic storm. An effect of increased organization of clouds
as shown by TIROS photographs also accompanies the solar dis-
turbance.
The idea is promoted that energy is available from small
scales at any level in the atmosphere to force planetary motions
to follow the thermal wind equation. This idea releases students
of solar influence from seeking energy for solar influence on the
weather. Control rather than energy is required.
With this new freedom a model of the atmosphere that
allows control from above is developed. A similar model allows
descending very long period waves at the equator.
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I SOLAR STORMS CAUSE WEATHER CHANGES
Introduction
Our work that follows shows that,concurrent with certain aspects
!i!i<i_
of a solar event and before and during a magnetic storm on the earth,
there is a detectable and characteristic change of the i0 mb map. The
iii_•
TIROS data also show a si@nificant change in the circulation over the
Gulf of Mexico. ]?he results are striking in individual cases in con-
trast to the work of MacDonald and Roberts (1960, 1961), which shows
that there is a statistically significant increase in the vorticity at 300 mb
i<L<
over the Gulf of Alaska about 3 days after the event. The work of Shapiro
and Ward (196Z) and Freeman, Graves and Portig (1963) show that there
ii>
is a positive correlation between the K index and the zonal wind with a
P
5 day lag and a negative correlation with a 14 day lag. There is an
unmistakable reaction of a I0 mb chart to a solar disturbance that is
i!,!i_
much more striking than results shown in previous work.
We slay the paper tiger that has chewed up all previous dynamic
ii<
theories of interaction between the ionosphere (where the effect of the
solar storms is accepted and well documented) and the troposphere,
and we present a model of the atmosphere in which interaction is pos-
<:<
sible. In essence we show that control (and not energy) is all that is
required to establish a link between ionosphere and troposphere. The
ilI_i
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energy is available from smaller scale motion at any level.
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regions. If the storm is not facing the earth, we can only detect the
increased temperature in the corona.
The corona of the sun consists of a glowing visible part, which
is the traditional entity observed as the corona, and an invisible part,
which is assumed to fill the entire solar system. The corona consists
of hot gases streaming from the sun at Z00 to 600 km/sec. Since these
gases are moving in essentially the same direction and keep the same
velocity over large areas, they have been given the very suggestive
name "the solar wind." This follows the idea that the corona is actually
the sun's atmosphere.
The solar wind is postulated to blow throughout the solar system
with a significant change in its nature at about the orbit of Jupiter. Most
important to us is the fact that it blows right past the earth and that in
a very real sense the orbit of the earth is inside the atmosphere of the
S un.
The solar wind is made up of a neutral plasma; that is, the posi-
tire ions and negative electrons are separate and free but equal in num-
ber. Such a plasma carries the lines of magnetic force of a magnetic
field with the particles; thus the solar wind carries the magnetic field
of the sun to the far reaches of the solar system. The classical solu-
tion of the combined magnetic field of earth and sun must be modified
by the solar wind concept. Rather than the dipole field for earth and
sun with those combined by addition, we have the concept of the solar
wind blowing back the earth's magnetic field and restricting the in-
ii!i_•
,_ Figure I
fluence of the earth so that we end up with a picture similar to that in
magnetopaus e
solar
wind
shock wave
The solar cavity outlined by the magnetopause and the
shock wave in the solar wind that precedes it.
Figure l
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constant pressure surfaces
Heating in the upper atmosphere is assumed to cause a
minimum disturbance at low levels so that all of the thick-
ness change is manifest by increased height of the constant
pressure surface above the level of heating.
Figure 2
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In the case of an artificial orbit this condition is brought about
by very careful and precise control of thrust rockets. We don't know
what causes natural orbits. In meteorology and oceanography we
postulate that the geostrophic balance is a result of mixing processes.
Briefly we say"
• Geostrophic balance is a result of mixing of air by
small scale motions.
• The mixing attempts to force linear profiles of momentum
and density over large areas and depth of the atmosphere.
• The non-linear property of the equations of motion and
continuity are such that the change in the wind profile is
not linear.
• The mixing forces the new profile to be linear again. If
the lines of constant zonal wind, lines of constant merid-
ional wind, and lines of constant density are all parallel
to the wind vectors, then the linear profiles can have
linear changes and the mixing process is no longer
needed. Thus, the parallel motion is a preferred mo-
tion because any time we are near it we stay in it.
• If the lines of constant density are parallel to the winds
and accelerations are zero, then the winds are geo-
strophic and the wind shears are thermal winds.
Q Thus, vertical and horizontal mixing bring about
thermal winds.
"_As found in NESCO's report, "The Effects of Internal Waves in the
Easterlies on Mesoscale Weather Developments," Interim Report on
Contract DA 28-043 AMC-00173(E).
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Nearly all oceanographic work and most meteorological work
(especially numerical weather prediction) is done under the assump-
tion that the winds are always geostrophic. We will modify this
slightly and say the winds strive to be geostrophic and that the mixing
process brings this about. We need no further particular reference
to the mixing process in this general discussion.
A few manipulations of the equations of motion or an appeal to
the laws of conservation of angular momentum lead to a relation be-
tween the absolute vorticity in, or circulation of, a mass of air and
the area covered by the mass of air.
If the air is of uniform thickness or has a known relation be-
tween thickness and area, then the thickness and the vorticity can
have a known relationship.
The relation between thickness and vorticity is usually expressed
in terms of the "conservation of potential vorticity equation," the primary
action of which is summarized as follows"
(a) Decreased thickness results in decreased absolute
vorticity which may even lead to anticyclonic rela-
tive vorticity.
(b) Increased thickness results in increased absolute
vorticity which usually results in cyclonic relative
vorticity.
We assume two major physical laws in our study of the atmos-
phere that follows.
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A B C
low value of
absolute vorticity
earth's value of
absolute vorticity
After subtracting earth's vorticity -.-_"
high value of
absolute vortic ity
A B C
zero
relative vorticity
anticyclonic
relative vorticity
cyclonic
relative vo rticity
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The air in cylinder B is at rest relative to the rotating earth. If
the thickness of air is decreased, A results with anticyclonic re-
lative vorticity. If the thickness of air is increased, C results
with cyclonic relative vorticity. Absolute vorticities are shown
at the top of the figure.
Figure 3
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We assume the thermal wind and vorticity conservation hold
from the lower ionosphere to the surface. We place the control for
our model atmosphere in the lower ionosphere and there is significant
modification of the vorticity relationship due to viscous like forces.
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The work of Shapiro and Ward led to the development of the
table in Appendix C (p. 13) wherein "predictions" we have made,
which were based on their results, and all of the predictions of
increased westerlies and ultimate decreased westerlies turned
out to be right. Thus we can summarize as follows:
• There is solar influence on the ionosphere that
leads to heating the stable polar core of the
stratosphere.
• There is sufficient energy available in small
scale to bring about any large scale motion that
a control requires.
• A model that conserves potential vorticity and
includes the atmosphere striving toward geo-
strophic balance controls the atmosphere so
that disturbances can descend.
. These disturbances call for an action of the
stable polar core that has been observed by
several workers, including the authors.
So Thus we offer theoretical and descriptive evi-
dence that solar storms cause weather changes
on the earth.
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cently the correlation between the solar wind and the magnetic behavior
of the earth has been established (e.g. Snyder and Neugebauer; Snyder,
Neugebauer, and Rao, 1963). Using the _K index for the geomagnetic
P
activity, the correlation between _:K and the speed of the solar wind
P
is linear, or at least it seems to be so.
_I_ - Solar Wind Relationship
P
It seems reasonable to assume that an event on the sun, whose
exact nature need not be specified here, produces an emission of
electromagnetic waves reaching the earth in eight minutes, and the
ejection of particles called the solar wind, which reach the earth after
3-1/Z days, assuming that their speed is near 500 km/sec. We used
the graph published by Snyder, Neugebauer, and Rao and applied time
corrections of the solar wind data which are due to the different loca-
tions of the Mariner II probe with respect to the earth. The solar wind
data are presented in such a way that no correction can be applied. In-
stead we added the (published) correction with inverted sign to the _I_
P
index (which is published broken down into 3-hour periods). The
correlation coefficient between the adjusted _K index and the speed
P
of the solar wind was found to be r - 0.71 (Snyder, et al. found 0.73
O
for the unadjusted values).
This coefficient changes as follows when we introduce time
lags between the variables"
_!i!iiii!ii!
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these, or perhaps even a third explanation, applies. Tentatively, one
can compute from the Mariner II data a periodicity to be 6.7 + 2.4
days.
Whatever the explanation may be, we have to deal with the fact
that at least during the time Mariner II was relaying data, the average
S.W. maximum and the average K maximum were preceded and fol-
P
lowed by subnormal values. In particular, a marked minimum was
found on the 3rd and/or 4th day before the maximum in iZ out of 15
and on the 3rd and/or 4th day after the maximum in ii out of
The minimum preceding the K maximum has been described
P
before by Wurlitzer (1958) who concludes that it is an essential part
of the geophysical mechanism which culminates in the maximum. Data
presented below support his hypothesis.
Although the second minimum is less conspicuous than the first,
it does not preclude its possible importance.
4 '
i
I
_14 Index and i0 mb Charts
P
The previous paragraphs showed that solar wind data and K
P
index can be used almost interchangeably. Our studies began with
the use of the solar wind data. However, it soon became obvious that
in order to obtain conclusive results, it would be necessary to extend
the studies into periods for which solar wind measurements are avail-
able. Consequently, the K index was taken as the indicator for the
P
processes to be investigated.
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Also the K data are more representative than the Mariner
P
data since they stem from several observation sources which check
each other.
Another reason to replace the S.W. with the :[I< data is the
P
possibility to extend results obtained for the period of the Mariner II
flight into other periods of time. The result described below in con-
nection with a recent paper by Labitzke (1965) gives rise to the hope
that an extension of these studies to other years may shed a new -
perhaps the deciding - light on the nature of the Z6-month periodicity.
Approach
The mere scanning of the i0 mb charts (Scherhag, et. al.) showed
us the effect discussed below. There were, however, considerable
difficulties to isolate it from the normal seasonal variations. Many
attempts were made, only two of which will be presented here.
Seven cases were selected out of seventeen. The criterion
was a sudden, strong rise of the I_ index rather than the occurrence
p
of the maximum. The seven days are (date of S.W. max. in parentheses):
Aug. Z9 (S.W. unknown), Sept.
Nov. 15 (16), and Dec. 17 (Z0).
the days before K-l, K-Z, etc.,
3 (3), Sept. iZ(!3 ), Oct. l(1),Oct. 8 (9),
These days are called K, correspondingly
and the days after K, K+I, K+Z, etc.
The largest rise lies in each case between days K-I and K. It
should be mentioned, however, that the days can also be combined in
slightly different ways. By shifting the time series for some very
few days we can obtain that either all maxima or all preceding minima
are in phase. Table 1 shows the different outcome of the three methods.
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The heights of the I0 mb surface were read at 78 grid points
for the days K-7 through K+7 and tabulated. The grid points lie along
the meridians 0°, 30W, 60W, 90W, 120W, 150W, 180°,135E, 90E,
and 45E, and are spaced from i0 °N to the North Pole. (See Figure 3.)
Average K's
P
TABLE 1
Obtained Through Different Arrangements
I. Arranged for the strongest ascent of K (used in this Section)
P
K-7 K K+ 7
II.
III.
Z0 Z0 Z1 Z1 18 18 17 33 30 Z5 Z4 Zl Z0 Z1 Z5
Arranged for maximum K (as used on page II-31)
P
Z0 2.0 Z4 18 16 Z1 Z4 34 Z8 ZZ Z3 17 Z1 Z3 25
Arranged for minimum K (not used as yet}
P
Z0 18 19 16 13 Z5 Z9 3Z Z9 Z4 ZZ 17 ZZ Z3 Z3
There would be no differences between the three arrangements if the
time difference from the minimum to the maximum were always the
same and if the timing of the strongest rise between them were always
equal.
It is contended that at the present stage of research a change
from one arrangement to another would affect the results only in a
negligible way. With increasing refinement of the research methods,
re-arrangement may become in the future an essential tool in the study
of the physical causes of the effects in the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 3 The grid points Fig. 4 Difference between the highest
and lowest i0 mb contour height
(in hundreds of meters)
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The listed height values show a strong decrease with time. The
North Pole, e.g., had on August 21 a i0 mb height of 31420 meters,
which dropped to 28240 meters on December 31, 1962. (See Fig. 2.)
It was assumed in the first investigation to be described here that the
decrease of contour height is linear. The slope was found through the
mean values of all days of the first two cases and of all days of the last
two cases. Figure 2 shows for one grid point, the North Pole, the
actual values, the two mentioned means, and the assumed slope for
linear seasonal adjustment. The line of the Figure 2 indicates an
adjustment of 2590 meters in 91 days equal to 28.5 meters per day.
In the computations of the height at this grid point the values for the
days K will be taken as given, the values for K+I (K-I) will be increased
(decreased) by 28.5, for K+2 (K-Z) by 57.0, etc. The amount of adjust-
ment changes from grid point to grid point, but does not change with
time.
Figure 2 shows another obvious difficulty. The amount of inter-
diurnal variation increases drastically with time. The accuracy of the
maps decreases in the same degree so that the large variations at the
end of the year are neither more significant nor better established than
the small ones in summer. This is also true for the changes of vari-
ability from latitude to latitude. Figure 4 shows, as an illustration of
this fact, the difference between the largest and the smallest grid point
values used in the computations of this paper. The spacing of the lines
of Figure 4 is logarithmic (except the 2400 meter line).
II-9
The considerable time and space changes in interdiurnal vari-
ability are a severe handicap. In order to make differences of grid
point data comparable, it would be necessary to apply a time-space
system of corrections which would require the use of an electronic
computer. The present stage of the work does not warrant the amount
of work necessary for punching and programming. It is recommended
that this problem be solved in future work by grouping cases of the same
month from different years rather than different months of the same
year.
Method A
In this Stage of the project only the sign of differences with time
was considered, i.e., all differences were set equal to -i, 0, or +i.
In the following they are called "normalized_' The maps are based on
the arithmetic sum of these "normalized differences (changes)" for
each grid point. It is pointed out that seven cases were considered
so that the absolute maximum of such a sum can be not more than 171 .
"Plus" means rises of contour height during the time period specified
at the bottom of the charts.
Results of Method A
The strongest changes of the i0 mb contour heights, after free-
ing them from the seasonal trend, are found day K-I to day K+3 (Fig. 6)
and from I_ to I<+3 (Fig. i0). These are the only parts of the time
sequence where the maximum values of +7 and -7 are found. The
seasonally-adjusted contour height dropped in all seven cases over
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the northern Atlantic in the time from immediately before the strong
rise of the K index to three days after it. At the same time it in-
P , ,
creased in a ring around it with maxima near Bermuda, over the
Mediterranean Sea over Japan, and over northern Siberia-Alaska.
The location where the i0 mb contour height drops is approxi-
mately the same which can be designated to be the center around which
the "explosive warmings" of the stratosphere seem to circulate (gabitzke,
1965).
Figures 5 through 7 show the sums of normalized increases or
decreases of the season-corrected contour heights during the indicated
interval. The numbers do not exceed 4 for the time before the rise
of K , i.e., the strongest effect - always in seven cases -, was:
P
5 rises, 1 fail, 1 even, 5-1+0 = 4. This picture changes when we pro-
ceed in time. With the rise of the I_ index (Insets of Figs. 5-9) the
P
contour heights begin to rise and to fall more uniformly, and the lines
labeled "6" comprise several "7"-points, i.e., points where the height
change has had the same sign in all seven cases. After this the extreme
values rapidly give way to statistically insignificant numbers (Fig. 71.
The Figures 8-ii break the critical interval down in order to
make it more accurate. Comparison of the maps shows clearly that
the peak of the atmospheric development is reached on the third day
after the II maximum. At that time the depression discussed above
P
is surrounded by a ring where the pressure had been rising through
the previous days. If these changes of the pressure field would be
cancelled by changes of the opposite sign, the subsequent change
charts would be reversals of Figs. 6 and i0. Since this is not the
II-15
case, we conclude that the change of pressure pattern has a certain
persistence. This is similar to many other meteorological phenomena,
especially to the explosive warmings, which begin with remarkable
changes, are rapidly fully developed, and then diminish gradually in
such a way that one cannot say when they have come to an end.
The amount of the contour height changes during the K maximumP
cannot be fully assessed because seven cases spread over four months
are not sufficient. A rough estimate gives us as an order of magnitude
70 to i00 meters contour height change near the polar circle, counted
from day K or K-I to K+3, and freed from the seasonal trend. For the
Tropic of Cancer we arrive at approximately half that amount.
Table Z lists the contour heights averaged over the seven cases
for two extreme grid points.
Mean Contour
A: original; B:
K-4 K-3 K-Z K-I K
60N 30W
_A 30950 30984 30942 30914 30855
B 30900 30954 30922 30914 30875
25N 60W
TABLE Z
Heights i0 mb at Selected Grid Points
freed from seasonal trend
K+ 1
(in meters)
K+Z K+3 K+4
30835 30727
30865 30777
30722 30701
30792 30781
A 31152 31148 31155 31121 31105 31120 31137 31142 31128
B 31142 31138 31155 31121 31105 31130 31147 31162 31148
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One would be tempted to explain the belt of pressure rise through
an intensification of the high pressure belt which separates the east from
the west winds for most of the year at the l0 mb level. Figure 12. shows
that such an interpretation would not be correct. The high pressure
belt is non-existent in mid-summer because the highest pressure is at
the North Pole at that time. With the advancing season it forms as soon
as the polar vortex exists. With the increase of the latter, the belt
moves further southward towards, and perhaps sometimes beyond, the
equator. Figure iZ indicates by H's where the high pressure belt inter-
sected the 50th meridian west on the seven days called"K". The dashed
line is supposed to insinuate the approximate linear drop in latitude.
The same figure shows also as dots the latitudes near 50°W
at which the strongest pressure rise occurred while I_ had its maxi-
P
mum. The location where this unseasonal rise occurs does not ob-
viously change as the high pressure belt does. Hence, the effects on
the winds can be an enhancement as well as a slowing-down, depending
on the considered latitude and the position of the highest pressure. In
other words, the effect of the atmospheric changes connected with a
maximum of the 14 index and of the solar wind is primarily not a
P
change of the kinetic energy of the air. Such changes do occur, but
only as a secondary effect. The change of atmospheric pressure, how-
ever, is a primary effect.
! ,
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Method B
A time difference chart may derive its features from the first
of the days on which it is based, from the second of them, or from
both. The change may occur in any portion of the time interval; and
this portion is not known. Hence, attempts should be made to change
from differences between two days to absolute values of particular
days. But again we face the considerable seasonal and local changes
as obstacles that tend to veil the effects we want to uncover. The
local extremes of one day, December 17, 1962, e.g., were 31,150
and 28,160 meters with a difference of 2990 meters. The time ex-
tremes of one grid point, the North Pole, were for the K day 31,340
meters on August Z9, and 28,560 on December 17, having a difference
of Z780 meters. These differences compare with the previously men-
tioned 70-100 meters which is the order of magnitude of pressure
height changes related to K extremes.
P
It becomes obvious from the foregoing that the computation of
mean contour heights for certain K-days would mask the subtle effects
we are after, in the "noise" of the data. Only anomalies can be expected
to show the desired effects. It was decided that the linear interpolation
between values at the beginning and at the end of the period was good
enough for the computation of differences over a short period of time
(Method A), but not for the computation of anomalies. Twenty-five
running means were chosen to be the basis for anomalies. 13, 104
contour heights had to be extracted from the i0 mb charts to compute
the running means necessary to arrive at a relatively crude composite
of only seven cases.
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FOUR DAY SUMS OF "NORMALIZED CONTOUR ANOMALIES" OF THE 10 MB LEVEL
FIG. 14
DAYS K-5 THROUGH K-2
30
2_ .........
I I !
-7 -5 -2. K 2 5 7
FIG. 15
DAYS K+2 THROUGH K-t-5
the days K-5 through K-Z. Figure 15 does the same for K+2 through
K+5. The small diagram below the figures presents - as before - the
variation of _ K index with time. The days from which the sums
P
were computed are designated by vertical lines. It is remarkable that
the area of negative anomalies in Figure 14 is much smaller than the
area of positive ones. This makes us conclude that the influence of the
solar event has already influenced our atmosphere before it becomes
manifest in the magnetograms, and possibly even before it becomes
visible on the solar disk. Figure 16 shows the time variation of the
_K index, averaged over the seven cases together with the average
p ,
"normalized contour anomaly" of all grid points. {For better compara-
bility the scale of the latter has been inverted.) It is quite apparent that
the effect of the solar event on the earth begins before it shows up in
the K index (or in the solar wind).
P
The change from the time before to the time after the solar event
is presented as one chart in Fig. 17. For more legibility the lines are
spaced at double the increments in Figs. 14 and 15. Without much
imagination the following scheme becomes evident.
There is a center of positive anomalies near 65N 180 long. sur-
rounded by a ring of negative anomalies stretching from the north
Atlantic through the U. S. , south of Hawaii to northern India and back
to the north Atlantic. There is a center of negative anomaly on this
ring near 57N 30W. This is surrounded by a circle of positive - or
diminished negative - anomalies which goes through the positive center
near Alaska, central Russia, west Africa, central Atlantic, and ex-
treme western Canada. Figure 16 contains these two circles which
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to be compared with the K index. This is sufficient to group
P
the cases for seasons so that the very disturbing change of vari-
ability during the course of the year would be eliminated, and
"normalized anomalies"could be replaced by actual contour heights.
Relating the contour heights of all eight years with the I_ index
P
would enable us to assess quantitatively the response of the atmos-
phere to solar events.
Of course, after this has been done, the study should be ex-
tended to other, mostly lower, layers of the atmosphere (see also
Part B of this section, on relations between cloud patterns and solar
events). The extended study of the 10 mb level should precede (or
parallel) that of other levels.
B. Satellite Cloud Features and Solar Events
In the course of the last year three attempts have been made by
NESCO to relate cloud features, as they are seen by weather satellites,
to the solar wind or to the K index. Two of them were inconclusive
P
while the third one was a surprising success.
Before we describe the successful investigation it is appropriate
to discuss the reasons why the previous attempts had no positive results.
The philosophy was originally to combine as many pictures as possible
for few days that have some time relationship to solar events. In order
to draw conclusions it was necessary to have at least two different time
relations. Expressed in the terms of SectionII-A (Relationship Between
the Solar Wind and I0 mb Contour Heights), we strived to have optimal
TIROS coverage for a day K+i and a day K+j, li-Jl •2. The first in-
vestigations aimed at the amount of clouds, the second at cloud shapes
II-28
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and patterns. Both studies suffered from the impossibility to have
cloud pictures for the same large areas for two days or more, so
that differences in the pictures could be ascribed to either solar
effects or to local influences. Also, the number of usable days was
too small to separate these two types of effects from synoptic develop-
ments originating from terrestrial dynamics.
The first of the investigations of TIROS pictures was part of a
study in which, for the period August 29-September 12, 1961, as many
atmospheric parameters as possible were compared. (See also Appen-
dix C.) The second of the investigations was made after the work with
the i0 mb data had revealed that a I< maximum is likely to be in the
P
middle between two different weather patterns. The selected event
was supposed to be in the time when Mariner II made its measurements
of the solar wind, i.e., between August 30 and December 30, 1962.
It was not possible to find a single pair of suitable days because the
probability is too small that the same large regions have a good
TIROS coverage on two days which are typical for certain phases of
a solar event, and in a certain part of a certain year.
After this had been recognized the conditions were relaxed.
A search was made for days from four days before to four days after
any K maximum when a sizable part of the area 10-30°N 70-100°W
P
was viewed by a weather satellite. Seventy such days were investi-
gated. They are distributed with respect to month and I< index
P
as follows. (See Table 4.)
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K is the day when the K index had a marked maximum.
P
(This is in modification to Section II-A of this report where K is
defined as the day after a strong rise of the K index.) The differ-
P
ence of the definitions affects the results only insignificantly.
Several days are counted twice because they belong simu-
ltaneously to the wake of one K maximum and to the introduction of
P
the next.
It is obvious that there is a bias towards March and August-
September which should be borne in mind when the meteorological
side of the results is discussed. For the statistical significance it
is essential that there is no bias between the K-days. The column
b (before) presents the sum of the days K-3, K-Z, K-I, and a (after)
the sums of K+l, K+2, K+3. The series a and b coincide well. Both
emphasize the times around the equinoxes and neglect the solstices.
So that we conclude that there is no bias between the two periods which
might invalidate the results. There are several periods with enough
TIROS pictures to cover several K-days belonging to the same K
P
maximum.
After preliminary studies 17 criteria were set up which are,
in part, rather unconventional. For each day (case) it was decided
which of the criteria were fulfilled. Then the data for each of the
K-days were lumped together (i.e., seasonal differences were
neglected) and it was computed how many (n) of the cases (N) showed
a positive response: p = i00 N"
Ii-31
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There are some criteria that do not show a variability of p
with respect to K. Such criteria are of no use in our study (but may
become of special value in future phases of investigation). In partic-
ular the following criteria were dropped: "outlines sharp on one side
of cloud units, and fluffy on the other," "much cirrus," "clouds at
more than one level," "cross patterns." Some other criteria were
abandoned because their computed p-K relationship was too complicated
to be significant, or because p stayed throughout too close to 0 or to
These criteria are "large areas with overcast skies", "streakiness of
Ci, especially jet-associated," "streakiness of clouds other than Cu,
Cb, Ci," "no obvious organization," "smooth, fluffy outlines (Ci)"
i00.
The eight remaining features are listed in Table Z. The
values of p are slightly smoothed by combining two consecutive days.
Cloud shapes A and B, sharp or fibrous irregular outlines,
have minimum frequencies shortly before a K maximum. One can
P
also say that the cloud shapes tend to become smoother when the geo-
magnetic activity begins to rise to a maximum. This is also borne
out by the (approximately) simultaneous rise of curve H, sharp smooth
outlines.
There seems to be a change from more vertical cloud develop-
ment to stratification, as the frequency of large areas with broken
cloud cover (C) increases, and the numbers of plumes (F) and Cb
cells (G) decreases.
From another point of view a stratified system seems to be
more uniformly organized while vertical processes tend to be more
individual developments. Under this premise, it seems logical that,
during the evolution of a solar event, ill defined lines of Cu (E) become
II-3Z
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partly replaced by well defined such lines (D). The corresponding
pictures (Fig. 19) show very well the difference between these two
types. The cases of "no obvious organization," and "streakiness
of clouds other than Cu, Cb, or Ci", which were excluded from
Table 5 and Fig. 19 because of their small number, do not contra-
dict the interpretation of increasing organization during a solar
event.
If this concept is correct, it should also find its expression
in the appearance of the weather map. For the same area and for
the same days from which Table 5 was derived, some weather map
features were counted.
Some of them showed a clear relationship to the evolution of
a solar event, some of them did not.
Features that were discarded because of either erratic patterns
ortoosmall numbers of occurrence are "several anticyclones," "easterly
waves," "well defined front," and "wave development at a front."
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TABLE
Percentages, p, of Cloud Features as & Function of Time Around a K Maximum
P
K- 3 K- Z K- 1 K K K+ l K+ 2 K+ 3
K-4 K -3 K -Z K - 1 K+ 1 K+ 2 K+ 3 K+ 4
A. Sharp, rugged outlines 7Z 50 33 Z9 41 38 53 52
B. Fibrous, rugged outlines Z9 5O 56 41 47 77 59 43
T
O',
Co Large areas with 5/10-
9/I0 cloud coverage 7Z
D. Well defined lines of Cu 43
72 78 71 76 9Z 94
43
81
56 71 59 54 71 62
E. Iii defined lines of Cu 43 50 44 Z9 Z9 31 35 Z9
F. Plumes 57 71 72 59 47 54 53 48
G. Numerous Cb cells 100
--- .
93 89 76 76 69 53 67
H. Sharp, smooth outlines 43
Values larger than the line average are
71 72 65 52 46 47
underlined
52
Figure 19 shows for each cloud shape a typical picture. In
the left lower corner on both pages of the figure, we find diagrams
depicting the variation of the percentage frequency with time. Though
the absolute values are different, the shapes of some diagrams are
so similar that they were combined, and the averages of A+B, C+D,
and E+F+H are presented.
It was to be expected that several types of curves would be
encountered, partly because of their definition (compare D with E),
and partly because a parallel change of all types would mean a change
in cloud amount which had not been found in previous work.
Table 6 presents weather map features that appear to show
a relationship to processes manifested in a maximum of the K index.P
TABLE 6
Percentage Frequency of Weather Map Features
(area and days the same as for Table Z)
K-3 K-Z K-I K K K+I K+Z K+3
K-4 K-3 K-Z K-I K+I K+Z K+3 K+4
V One well defined LOW 44 39 33 3Z 50 50 35 44
W One well defined HIGH 33 39 33 45 59 57 45 40
X Several LOW's ZZ 17 Z9 Z3 23 36 Z5 3Z
Y Confused pressure
distribution
Z Dissolving front
44 44 43 45 41 Z9 30 36
56 39 Z4 Z3 Z3 Z1 30 Z4
Values larger than the average are underlined.
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For the interpretation of Table 6 one should be aware that
the considered area lies most of the year in the tradewinds where a
closed isobar (depression) is a higher form of organization than the
wave. Bearing this in mind we see that the concept developed from
the analysis of the cloud shapes holds also here. The atmosphere
becomes better organized during an increase of the K index.
P
"Better" is to be understood as "regionally rather than locally."
The preliminary results presented here can be combined
with the results described in Section II-A as set forth in Table 7.
i
:i
Recommendations
Since the preliminary results offered here apparently
open quite new aspects as to what is and what causes weather,
more studies are needed to create the necessary heuristic, later
statistical, basis on which the theorist can operate for the ex-
planation of the mechanisms that relate processes on the sun to
the forms of clouds and the appearance of weather charts. Studies
should begin with an extension of the considered area, and with
checks of whether better descriptive criteria for cloud features
can be found. After this has been done attempts should be made
to find numerical relations between the intensity of cloud-K
P
relations and geomagnetic properties of the places where they
occur.
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TABLE 7
i!ii!
!
Summary of Preliminary Finds Concerning the Occurrence of Certain Weather
Features Before and After a Maximum of a Solar Wind
Z-4 days before the maximum Z-4 days after the maximum
Height of 10 mb level
Cloud shape s
(10-30N, 70-100W)
General increase, especially over
NW Europe.
High percentages of plumes, Cb
cells, clouds systems with smooth,
sharp outlines and ill defined lines
of cumuliform clouds. Decreasing
percentage of cloud systems with
rugged outlines.
Strong decrease, especially over
North Atlantic. Increase over
Bering Sea. Decrease pre-
dominates on a hemispheric basis.
High percentage of cases where large
areas are covered with broken cloudi-
ness. High percentage of well defined
lines of Cu. Increasing percentages
of cloud systems with rugged outlines.
Weather map
(10-30N, 70-100W)
In general
(10-30N, 70-100W)
High percentages of confused isobar High percentages of well defined LOWs
patterns and of dissolving fronts. (single or multiple) and single HIGHs.
Tendency to local developments
with emphasis vertical movements.
Tendency to regional weather systems,
horizontally well organized.
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III A DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL MODEL
i_¸ ,
The following is a physical discussion of a model of motion
of the ionosphere and the subsequent effects to be expected in the
troposphere• There is a basic underlying assumption to all of this
discussion• This assumption can be summarized as follows"
• There is always much more (by factors of
3 to 10) energy in the atmosphere in the
small space scale and small time scale
motions than in large scale motions•
• The energy flow is usually from the large
scale motion to the small scale motion,
which follows turbulence theory, with at
least one very important exception• The
small scale motions force the large scale
motions to be geostrophic. Thus the very
large amount of energy of the small scale
motion is available to bring about changes
in the large scale motion that are required.
• The problem of control of motions from one
level to another is not a problem in trans-
porting energy but rather a problem of re-
quiring a certain change in the flow to bring
about geostrophic winds. We will discuss
point 3 first.
i¸
ii¸ :_
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The overwhelming majority of oceanographic current
estimates are obtained from a combination of density measure-
ments and a geostrophic approximation. Because of this theorists
in oceanography usually assume that the currents are very nearly
geostrophic.
All of these statements have been made to emphasize that
the geostrophic wind is accepted as being very nearly the actual
wind.
The theoreticians in meteorology show in nearly every
textbook, (see,for example,Hess (1959), Haurwitz (1941), and
Brunt (1939)), that it is possible to have geostrophic winds in
a rotating coordinate system. Experience shows us that the
atmosphere is nearly always in geostrophic balance. This note
is concerned with the question" "Why is the atmosphere nearly
always in geostrophic balance ?"
Later we will give a theoretical discussion. However, the
reasoning can be outlined as follows"
i•
i_¸ •
l _
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(z)
(4)
Turbulent transport of momentum from one layer to another
brings about an acceleration in the direction of the wind
difference.
If we consider the middle of three layers and it is losing an
amount of momentum M L to the lower layer and gaining
M H from the upper layer then the net gain in momentum
is M H - M L-
Thus if (%'2 -_i ) is the same across both boundaries of a
layer (or if
_ = constant), the change in this layer due
to momentum exchange is zero.
If _/2 -_/i differs from layer to layer_ then the momentum
changes but it changes in such a way that _-_ _ _ 0.
This is the primary physical process that we plan to discuss
as forcing the geostrophic approximation. So we will re-
emphasize" If the coefficient of friction K is not a function
of z then turbulent mixing of momentum serves to "straighten
out" momentum profiles.
We illustrate below with typical layers in the free atmosphere.
Looking at A°
Momentum from M is lost to U and L so that
a later profile is given by B.
u \ u >
L .__ L "-
i,r7
A B
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In C momentum is lost from M to L then from U to M
to L and the profile D results.
U _/ L
M 7 M
f
L j L
C D
ii¸ !_
This is a perfectly straightforward physical result. When
= constant the rate of loss and gain for a layer are
equal and no change is expected.
(5) All of the reasoning above works the same for density in
an incompressible fluid and for potential temperature in
a compressible fluid. Thus _ - constant or
8a
c_ - constant is forced by vertical mixing. For con-
venience of discussion we will treat incompressible fluids.
(6) If we integrate the equation for conservation of mass with a
linear vertical density profile (and with a velocity profile a
function of z) we find that the linear density profile will be
i!>
destroyed except under very special conditions. Thus we have
the paradox of vertical mixing forcing the profiles to be linear
and the vertical distribution of velocity destroying the linearity.
(7) Our hypothesis is that nature solves this paradox by seeking
a very special horizontal density distribution. Namely the
lines of constant density are streamlines. Thus even though
velocity is a function of z the advection is zero at every level.
III- 5
(8) Thus there is a "bias" toward isotachs of the wind shear
and isotherms being streamlines. The study of upper
air maps shows a marked tendency for isotherms to be
streamlines and a trend toward isotachs of the wind
itself and, therefore, the wind shear to be streamlines.
(9) When the conditions of (6) exist, further investigation of
the differential equations reveals the full thermal wind
relationship including velocity inversely proportional
to the distance between isotherms.
(IO) Thus,it follows that vertical momentum transport forces
linear wind profiles, maintenance of the linear profile
forces isotherms and isotachs of wind shear to be
streamlines. When they are streamlines_ accelera-
tions of the wind shear are very small and the thermal
wind relation holds.
Vertical mixing of mass or momentum following the same law
with the same constants throughout the vertical will lead to velocity changes
unless
We assume incompressibility so M _/muand M _ _FtT-
x y / "
_:-'Werecognize that there are many expressions for vertical momentum and
mass transport. However, nearly all of them lead to a local condition
u- u(kx, ky } f(z) or u- u(x k,yk) f(k (x,y) z), in particular k - k(z) in
the stratosphere.
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Now let us assume that this process is at work and explore the con-
sequences.
_t b_
I _zA. _,v"
/o (z)
for very small time _x
(3)
.... ii.. for very small time'X
Assume we have obtained
From the hydrostatic relation we get
,_ - V (x, y, _) z
Equation (Z) becomes
d.t ax
and Equation (3) becomes
(4)
If we set
(6)
we can then write Equation (6) as follows"
_:-'These include transport and vertical variation of density. Some of
these terms will be significant near the ground.
i/ }
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This is a contradiction unless is independent of z. The
only way for the left-hand side of this equation to be a function of (x,y,t)
and not of z is for _V _V * We say that friction brings this about
(especially in the troposphere). Thus we have
6t _x (9}
and if we can show 6V << 917 and _17_
_ at
<, 4V
(Io)
we have -_g___-x -_: 0 (ii)
and
P
(12)
which are equivalent to the thermal wind approximations.
Now we are only concerned with the reasoning that requires
bV
_'--_ _< _3 r and 61.T
_<<_V. Of course, we can appeal to observation but
that is unfair since we hope we are explaining the observations.
We have been ignoring the equation
":-'Thiscan be very nearly true if lines of constant U and lines of constant V
are parallel to velocity vectors.
III- 8
i%<'
ii_,'
i!1%_ii.,
i¸
which is a very good approximation to the way /io changes. So we have
the following system of equations
We say .-__ and-__areindependentofheight. If p is
independent of height then U and V must be parallel to the lines of
constant density so that _ - 0 o
Thus we have from Equation (13)
(15)
Multiplying Equation (10) by U and Equation (9) by V we have
(17)
and hence,
In summary"
Vertical transport of momentum gives an active tendency
to linear wind shear U(x,y,t), V(x,y,t) at each point
(x, y) on the earth.
III- 9
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(4)
and thus,
This leads to an equation for the wind shear in which
there are terms implying that U could be a function
of z, and V could be a function of z. We know the mixing
forces these terms to be ineffective. This leaves U and V
effectively functions ef :/, y, t orfly, and not functions
of z. These terms are ineffective if the lines of con-
stant U + V are parallel to the velocity vectors.
When this condition is added to the equations for U
and V the result is __ ( [jr2 + V = 0
The effective way for this to be true is
(20)
P _7
(Zl)
i.e., we have thermal winds.
Note"
There is the possibility that c_(Uz) _(VZ)
_t =- _)t " _ 0 • But we are
free to choose the axes, so we choose them parallel to the wind. Then
_U_ p__ 8_t - _x :°
III-I 0
:i/i
i/,_ "
/
!
!ii_i
i!_i•
il......'
because /0 - constant along streamlines, but then
c} z -_(v +v'): o
at
Thus from Equation (9)
.,p
The previous discussion concerning the effect of mixing on
curved profiles applies equally well to the horizontal on scales such
that the coriolis parameter f- constant.
Thus
Thus on a small scale we find that -_
ax
constant for all values.
constant and
u (×,y, z,_) --. u, C_). + u. (_)v+ u_C_).+ u.(_)
p (_,7, _,_) --->?, (_),<+ p, (_:)y-,-p, (_:),+p,, (_-)
(23)
Because of non-linear terms the linear profiles have non-linear
changes. The only way to get rid of the non-linear changes is to have
the terms"
j× ay
or for lines of constant velocity to be nearly parallel to streamlines
at all times.
Note then that horizontal on a small scale as well as vertfcal
mixing can actively bring about quasi-geostrophic winds.
':-'The discussion of the geostrophic wind up to this point was accomplished
under sponsorship of the U.S. Army Electronics Command on Contract
No. DA 28-043 AMC-00173(E). The following discussion was developed
for this contract.
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We extend this study to time dependence later in Appendix B.
To study the flow in middle latitudes we can give an abbreviated dis-
cussion of this work. We expect this theory to be important in the
study of the initial rise of pressure to the south discussed in Section II.
There is a region of the atmosphere with nearly constant winds at all
levels. We can draw a plane in this line from which we measure a
distance y. (If we cannot draw such a plane we measure y from a
nearly stationary surface of constant u or have a connection to u).
With this we can write a finite number of equations at each
level of the form"
o + iZJL,_"
/
Where /_ ,f , L , B L, and M , are all constant for the whole
o o o
flow, and thus we have an equation for u. in terms of Y..
i i
We devise the time dependent equation for cross sections in
which the pressure gradient is measured by means of an estimate of
the tipping of the surfaces of potential temperature and using the
substitution above. The following several standard mathematical
techniques result in an equation:
_t z I. _+__.__La O_
@i
__ [_eo,_ (/3(z+,)C_Z.o+_. _ZlL )+ _t,] Yz
We rewrite this equation in the form:
III- 14
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The solution to this equation is"
where
Yi -+ = e
( t _'4-1 -,-4 ha-)( _,. _)
For all arbitrary constants b.
For the small values of b in which we are interested,
'/i+ = e " g"
Y__ = e
For small b, the values Yi+ would decrease rapidly with z.
Thus a disturbance of shape A in the figure below would
move slower than one with shape B.
B
A
The important thing to keep in mind is that the changes in Y.
i
can propagate up or down and at many different speeds depending on
the nature of the disturbance. Y. can oscillate with free or forced
l
oscillation.
The solar storm seems to be characterized by rapid heating and
slow cooling so we would expect the effects (of heating) on Y. to move
i
down rapidly. We would assume that the early increase in pressure
which would correspond to westerlies shown in Section II would result
from this.
i5
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The following lower pressure in middle latitudes would be the
slower moving effect of the cooling that results after the heating stops.
Cooling, which depends on the radiative processes of particles in the
high atmosphere for its action, is inherently slower than the heating
which must absorb the energy during the brief period that is available.
A very simple model of the polar core leads to a reasonable
imitation of possible solar influence through magnetic storms.
If we say the material layers are of thickness D., and we
i
set R - distance from the pole, we then have a set of equations
m
vorticity
o continuity
modified thermal
wind equation
m
with U - 0 when Dni D , controlling the method by which wen o
chose D .
o
is the wind velocity in the system and
Note that when we have the true thermal wind equation we have reached
a steady state and
=0
_t
We rewrite the modified theoretical wind equation into
two equations" the first is
III- 16
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If we assume M = -_ _ _)_j ,then we can integrate
nl Z_ _)
this equation.
Now our other equation is
We can rewrite this equation in the form
If we substitute in this equation we get
@t
¥
This equation tells us immediately that _ at one level is
Ot
related to the Dnk at many other levels by means of an integration,
so we need not be surprised at the interactions between layers.
log
0 _,_
The influence of the temperature is manifest in the term,
When the pole is warm, log ,_'_i _ _. 0
When the pole is cold, log _.._.__!___> 0
When we have a balance and no change taking place then
In order to study the properties of these equations we can drop
the i designation and we have
!:
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We postulate that we change log _ from a balanced condition
at some upper level. So that the initial condition is
which gives us DI at t - 0.
9, L_j i _÷ *-0
M _p,
Now we write
--' I--
with _ D_q_ log I __ D__u,log 8' below z- z .
O
This tells us immediately that the initial values of
_i_ £D 8t = 0 below z - z .
0
Thus, whatever value of @D we had at z - z is
@t o
called (+_Ob _ I OD _5. aD)
_t / • Below z - Zo we have _-_ -D-_ = ---at
Thus, if w.e have convergence at the bottom of the heated level, we
have convergence below it.
Also, initially above z - z we have
O
__9___/_ _ aD )= ND
_ge ( £I::, a_ with H > 0.
Thus, we have divergence in the upper levels of the heating.
The amount of divergence decreases downward and we can have either
convergence or divergence below the heating.
If the upper divergence continues, the equations change so that the
low level convergence disappears. This is shown by
_E ZD 8t
As D gets smaller, Z--D HD gets smaller and soon
the divergence reaches the bottom of the heated layer. Probably more
important, the unbalanced portion of - D log 8
-_- _- gets smaller and
results in the upper and lower level motions being about the same.
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APP ENDIX A
ii>i.i-¸]
A THEORY FOR ATMOSPHERIC CROSS SECTIONS
by
John C. Freeman, Jr.
i_i_
I
":'_Dr.Glenn H. Jung helped with the preparation of a discussion
in 1958 which formed the basis of this paper.
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from upper levels, in excess of the decrease accompanying the
lower-level divergence.
We note that Reed and Sanders (1953) do not agree with Hsieh
in regard to the origin of the relative cyclonic vorticity present here.
Reed and Sanders describe the generation of absolute vorticity
( _ +f ) in a mid-tropospheric frontal zone, and demonstrate that the
observed increase of cyclonic ( _ + f ) is primarily _enerated
locally, rather than being pre-existing cyclonic vorticity that is
transported downward into the shear line region.
Austin (1954) states, in a case of strong upper level trough
development, that a large amount of absolute vorticity is created in
the upper troposphere, and that this arises from subsidence in the
vicinity of the upper trough where horizontal divergence is small.
He notes that the shear vorticity varies rapidly in the horizontal,
requiring a close network of values to portray the actual relative
vo rticity distribution.
Petterssen (1955) illustrates the same view with a case history
showing a situation where ( _ + f ), from the surface to 200 rob, in-
creases more than fourfold in a 24-hour period; he shows that vast
amounts of _ were created and dispersed over large areas sur-
rounding a developing cyclone center. He further shows that _ was
created in a subsiding region to the west of an approaching upper
trough; thus when this newly-created mid-troposphere moved over a
surface disturbance, very rapid cyclogenesis was initiated. The
storm developed was then made self-perpetuating by the thermal
L(h
I
<
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A Model that Resolves the Paradox
A basic tool for this discussion will be the meridional cross
section showing the vertical distribution (z-direction) of wind speed
and potential temperature with latitude. It is assumed that such a
section, oriented perpendicular to the latitude circles (y-direction)
is also perpendicular to the jet stream flowing in the westerliesbelt
of winds at mid-latitudes (in the x-direction). Having assumed the
flow is essentially west-east, it follows that v, the north-south
wind velocity, is much smaller than u, the west-east velocity. We
6u c)u
also assume _X is much smaller than (_y . The cross sections
studied here will be a time series occurring along a single meridian.
The flow is assumed to be isentropic, so that surfaces of constant
potential temperature (isentropes in cross section)will be material
surfaces. Thus in the vorticity equation
d ( _+fd-}- - D- ) - 0 (1)
D refers to the normal distance between two adjacent surfaces of
potential temperature. In the equation above, the relative vorticity
is given by
(z)
and f is the Coriolis parameter which is assumed constant. The
de rivative in (i) is the material derivative.
_i::,<ii
i!:
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We also assume that the thermal wind equation holds
au _ _K(z) _T
c_z aY
where T represents temperature and z represents height.
For simplicity we assume
o_u__ K(.a8 ) (4)o_z c_y
where K is a constant and @ is potential temperature. As an
initial assumption, when D - D
0 _
- 0. This is equivalent to an
initial or boundary condition where all isentropes are a distance D
O
apart in the vertical, and the velocity is constant in the horizontal at
a particular level. Thus Eq. (i) becomes
_+f f
: (5)
D Do
The following quantities will be used in the further development"
H vertical distance between isotachs, lines of
constant wind speed.
W horizontal distance between isotachs.
L horizontal distance between isentropes.
A_ constant increment between isotachs.
constant increment between isentropes.
4. This is essentially the geostrophic approximation. The paper,
"The Bathystrophic Storm Tide, " by Freeman, Baer, and Jung (1957)
shows that fluid systems seek geostrophic flow. Experience in
meteorology shows the same thing.
Eq. (5) becomes
and Eq. {4) becomes
-Au
+f
w f
D Do (6)
Au _ _ K A8
H - L
(7)
Rewriting (6) and (7) ,
D:Do i fw (8)
i Au L
H-- -F 0
Eqs. (8) and (9) indicate that when the horizontal gradients of
wind and potential temperature (W and L) are known in a plane, then
it is possible to determine the vertical gradients of wind and potential
temperature (D and I-I)across the plane. Thus additional horizontal
surfaces, above and below the original, can be drawn, and the hori-
zontal distribution of wind and potential temperature can be deter-
mined for the new surfaces. The "chain" canbe continued indefinitely,
as long as it is valid to assume the vorticity equation and the thermal
wind relationship.
To demonstrate this relationship, the initial conditions of the
air are shown in Figure i. Figure 5 has been prepared by use
of a nomogram, shown in Figures 3 and 4, which is based on
Eqs. (8) and (9) • The values in Figure 2 represent the
boundary conditions, while the remaining, values in Figure 5 are
ii •
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which were taken from Bjerknes (1951 ).
The Model and the Atmosphere
This model can be shown in actual operation in the atmosphere
by referring to actual synoptic situations which have been investigated
in detail and the results published by various authors as cited below.
Let us examine the basic premises of the model in the light of
previous investigations"
(i) The atmosphere must satisfy both the conservation of
.............. ,,
vorticity and the thermal wind relation"
!iii!ill_
The success of current numerical weather prediction techniques
is evidence that the atmosphere behaves roughly in accord with the
absolute vorticity conservation principles advocated by Rossby and
adopted as the basis for the NWP models.
There is need for considering the thermal wind relation along
with the vorticity conservation principle; however, as shown by
Sawyer and Bushby (1953), for example, who point out that a baro-
clinic model of the atmosphere which includes the thermal wind
(restricted, however, to a single direction) appears to remedy pre-
diction discrepancies of NWP barotropic models without thermal wind
considerations.
Another example of the approach to the atmosphere from a dy-
namic point of view is given by Newton, et al (1951). They describe
pressure trough deepening which was accompanied by baroclinicity in the
upper troposphere increased with time in the shear line region,
A-22 • iil
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thermodynamic factors must be taken into account, Because of the
earth's rotation, final equilibrium will not be attained when the enthalpy
is at a minimum, but rather when the newly-created kinetic energy has
organized itself in such a way that the thermal wind equation is satisfied.
(2) Th e compaction of isentropic layers underneath and to the
left of the jet stream (facing downstream) during development of upper
tropospheric shear line"
Rossby (1951) has shown that in order to achieve the observed
vertical concentration of momentum in oceanic and atmospheric jet
streams, currents tend to approach the "critical" velocity which leads
to a minimum transfer of momentum and in many cases must shrink
Vertically to develop a sharp velocity maximum at or below the free
surface (in this case the tropopause), for the general case of a con-
tinuous fluid density distribution. Reed and Sanders (1953) demon-
strate that the underlying mechanism for their case of intense fronto-
genesis at 500 mb involves a cross stream gradient of sinking motion
with strongest subsidence at the warm edge of the frontal zone.
Austin (1954) calls attention to the importance of this region in which
subsiding motion initiates the frontogenesis. Reed (1955) presents an
outstanding example of subsidence in such a region. Pothecary (1956)
provides evidence for descending motion of air as it approaches the
jet stream from the left (looking downstream) in the form of moisture
records on flights in this region. The extremely dry air here indicates
subsidence is occurring. Newton (1954), p. 458-459, discusses other
evidence of this feature as well. His Figure 13a, when adopted for
A-24
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frontogenesis conditions, illustrates this condition, as does Figure I0
of Reed (1955).
The "self-perpetuating" feature brought about through
interaction of vorticity-conservation and the thermal wind effect"
Petterssen (1955) considers upper tropospheric processes
affecting surface cyclogenesis. He suggests that advection of vorticity
over an incipient system initiates the development; at this time the
thermal advection is very small. However, once initiated, the develop-
ing cyclone distorts the temperature field so that temperature advection
becomes a prominent factor in the cyclogenesis, and "in Sutcliffe's
terminology, the system has become self-developing." Since the
upper tropospheric process we are describing is connected with sur-
face frontogenesis or cyclogenesis (see Austin, 1954; Reed, 1955),
Petterssen's observations support the self-perpetuating feature of our
proposed model. The confluence mechanism of Namias and Clapp,
which accounts partly for concentrating the temperature field in the
middle troposphere, is necessary for frontogenesis according to
Newton (1954). This is an essential feature linked with vertical as
well as horizontal variations in the wind field. It acts in addition to
those factors which are significant in bringing about changes in verti-
cai shear and stability.
The weather chart or cross section discontinuity is actually
a finite zone where wind and temperature have very large_ _izho__
finite, gradients"
Hurst (1952, 1953) describes the microstructure of winds across
A-Z5
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study of mixed layers with a stable lid (as illustrated in "The Solution
of Nonlinear Meteorological Problems by the Method of Characteris-
tics, " Freeman, 1951) and in geostrophic isentropic layers, as
indicated in the contents of this paper. The jumps and roll waves
behind a mountain and the vortex sheets formed when a jet is squeezed
are very real physical phenomena.
The boundary between stable and mixed layers can be of several
types and we consider two of them here.
(i) A lower layer of height H(x, y, t) with ® (x, y, t),
C (x, y, t) forms a boundary as shown in Figure [Z . On this kind
m
of boundary we have"
du m_ 1 _P
d t P c3 x + fv + K _z Urn
2 2 g ( hm+[- hm)_4 0 l-i
rn+ Vrn !- 0 ol x
dv m _ I OP +fv + K 0 Vm
dt P Oy _z
2 2 I g(hUM+ Vm -
• .
0
m+l hrn)_zz OH
0 Oy
(Z) Several isentropic layers meet a mixed layer, or two
mixed layers meet (see Figure 13 ). This type of boundary results
in mutual determination of boundary conditions and the mixed layer
may possibly grow at the expense of the isentropic layers and occa-
sionally vice versa (especially near discontinuities).
In dealing with a mixed layer from h to h we consider
m m+ i
iiiiiiiii_i
the fo iiowing" iiiiiii!!!_
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Different kinds of layers meeting A mixed layer of height h
• m
stable layers h to hm + 1 m + 4 "
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FIGURE I3
STABLE AND ADIABATIC LAYERS
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iL,
_(X) = I-I (hm'hm+l' @m'Om+l' fluxmO, fluxm+lO, Urn, Urn+l,Vm, Vm+l)
u(Z) = U (hm, hm+l, @m, @m+l'fluxmU' fluXm+lU'Um'Um+l'Vm'Vm+l)
v(Z) : V (similar function)
Of course, this will usually be a relatively simple function like a
linear or exponential @ and an IEkman spiral for u and v.
In this case we use integrated momentum and temperature
equations as well as integrated continuity equations to find Urn, hm,
@m' etc. and to compute the needed (_ , U, V.
For example, the problems in the paper by Freeman (1951) are
degenerate forms of these equations in which h = 0, h = h,
m m
u = u = u, v = Vm+l = v, and G = 81 = @ "m m+ i m m
In order to work with mixed layers and with thick stable layers
it is handy to have an analytic form of the solution of the equation we
have been discussing.
We rewrite the equations:
_8 _u
--= --KI (Thermal Wind)
c_y c3z
c_O (-3-_-+f)=K s (Vorticity Equation)
_z
If we differentiate the first equation with respect to
with respect to x we get
@28 c_2u
o_ y--"-E= - K_ o_zay
y and the second
A-33
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c_2u K2/ clz 2
OzOy 2
/{.c_28
c)28 _ KIK2 /
aY 2 (._ze) 2
If we set
8 = F (y) G (z) + K3y+
#28 c_8
- FlIG, -- =FG j
,_z c) ' a 2
and our equation becomes
FlZG = Kj K 2
F G II
(,FGI) 2
KI K2 GsM
FIIF - GGZ2 - K5
We have now succeeded in separating the variables in this
equation and we can. say
F"(y)F (y) = K5
Or, if We multiply by F' K5 F
F" F I- F
FI2 - K5 log F + K6
2 2
F I = ,_/2K51og F+ Ks
A-34
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We make a simple substitution
log F
F I
I H
H C
=H
= H I
=_/2K 5 H+K 6
Now we set K 6 and find
w 2 -- K 6
2K5
2v_w i- K 6
_J =
2K 6
2 w w I C wZ- K6
2 K 5 2 K 5
- w
! ,
i, _
I.
The solution of this equation is the probability integral.
w wZ-K6 - K5 (Y-Yo)
Wo C 2 K5
Returning to the equation in z we find
K, K2G al
= K GG I
G I 5
Or integrating we get
K I K 2 log G i K5 G2
- -_ log K s
.4-35
Simple transformation gives
K6
K5 G2 I I__L_ C Ks_. _2
= C _ and .G = K KjKz 2KIK 2_
The solution to the equation is then:
G K5 "r/2 d,.r/
Go C 2Kj K 2
= z-z o
Thus we have closed form equations giving the values of z and
y for certain values of @ from these equations.
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APPENDIX B
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO
VERY HIGH ALTITUDE ATMOSPHERIC MOTION
by
John C. Freeman, Jr. and Peter Hanna
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Introduction
The major supporting theory for our premise that energy need
not be transported downward is given in the main body of our report.
The different theoretical considerations reported in this Appendix
support the theory and to some extent the observations reported.
First, we remind all meteorologists that response of a fluid
system to a sustained pressure gradient is multiplied as you descend
in the fluid and it is only complete de-coupling that allows complete
compensation such as between ocean and atmosphere.
Next we give some theoretical support to the Z6 month equatorial
wind cycle.
The third theoretical consideration involves a theory of flow in
the ionosphere with a mixture of ions and neutral particles.
The final discussion adds the theory for unsteady motions of
atmospheric cross sections.
All of these theories lend support to the interaction between the
higher and lower atmosphere and to each other. For example, at the
equator the equation for time dependent motion in a cross section changes
to a wave equation for vertical motion of wind. The ion-neutral flow equa-
tion is compatible with the theory of heating and subsequent slow-down
postulated as the primary effect of short wave radiation on the atmosphere.
A New Look at Low Level Response
The work of Wexler (1950) considers the motion of a lower layer
of fluid when there are density and height changes in an upper layer.
He draws the conclusion that a large wind change in a layer of very low
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mass will not lead to a significant change in wind or pressure in a
lower layer of large mass. The difference between Wexler's and
this work is that we consider the ionosphere heated and the density
"increased" while Wexler considers it heated and the pressure de-
creased.
It is common to upper air studies to assume that low energy
supply and small pressure changes must result from high layers.
If we consider adiabatic layers then we have a paradox. The top
of an adiabatic layer near zero pressure has a much smaller density
than the bottom. A sustained pressure gradient above the surface re-
sults in a height gradient of a constant pressure surface. This height
gradient is the same throughout the fluid and the change in wind will
be the same at every level. Thus a very small pressure gradient at
upper levels can result in a very large pressure gradient in the lower
levels in anadiabatic (barotropic) layer.
The usual argument against adiabatic layers in the atmosphere
is based on the fact that they reach zero density and pressure at too
low a level (about i0 km) if you start from temperatures between -50 °
and 50°C at any tropospheric level. However, if we investigate the
atmosphere starting from the top we do not meet the same paradox.
We begin with a strongly distorted atmosphere of two adiabiatic
layers, one with the potential temperature representative of i00 km and
one with the potential temperature representative of the surface layer.
This model results in a potential temperature difference of 900°
at the interface with the air in the lower layer at Z00°.
Thus a height contour gradient in the upper fluid at this interface
ZOO
would be reduced by a factor of ii0-----_" This is a significant decrease
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in the height contour gradient but it is not small enough to back claims
that there is no effect of a very small pressure change in the upper levels.
The unreality of the model can be modified extensively by con-
sideration of many layers.
If we had three layers (for instance) we could have a 450 ° tem-
;',¢
perature change at the middle of the upper layer. Then we would have
middle - 650 _____hupper
_x ii00 o%x
Then at the bottom of the middle layer we would have
_h lower - g00 _h middle- ZOO _h upper
_× 650 %x 1100 ax
Thus there would stillbe the same 17% of the i00 km height
change at the troposphere. During solar disturbance contour height
changes of several thousand feet in a few hours are not uncommon at
i00 kin; thus we can expect significant height changes in the stratosphere
as a result of solar disturbances.
This is a statement of sweeping generality similar to those pre-
vious statements that effects cannot be expected in lower levels as a
result of solar disturbances. Here, however, we have a theoretical
development that predicts very large changes. We now have a problem
of discovering why the changes are as small as they are.
The idea of horizontal dissipation of energy through vertically
propagating sound or gravity waves must be viewed in light of the large
geographic distribution of the disturbances being considered. Any
dissipation mechanism could be in itself a significant source of solar
effects on weather.
;:."6h is the slope of a surface of constant pressure.
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Theory of the 26 Month Cycle
The alternating, descending westerlies and easterlies at the
equator have been discovered by McCreary and discussed, and their
longitudinal extension verified by Ebdon and Veryard (1961) and
by Reed, Campbell, Rasmussen and Rogers (1961). These winds
are a striking physical phenomenon and cry for a theoretical ex-
planation as simple as the relation between the tilt of the earth's
axis and the annual temperature cycle in middle latitudes. How-
ever, the theoretical evidence in this paper points to an explanation
bearing a family resemblance to that for the semi-diurnal pressure
wave in the tropics.
Near the equator (within about I0 °) and all around the earth
there is a region in which alternating bands of westerlies and easter-
lies overlie each other and move down. Each band is about 200 km
wide and I0 km thick. They form descending waves with a period of
24 to Z7 months. At the present time (and based on 56 months of
data) Z6 months is the accepted period.
There has been some difficulty in devising a physical mechanism
that can bring about these bands or anything similar to them and most
of the efforts toward explanation have centered on searches for forcing
functions of 24 to Z7 months period.
The present paper presents a model of the equatorial winds in
which alternating easterlies and westerlies are possible. The model
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is very dependent on the equatorial environment and as a bonus the
period of the oscillation between easterlies and westerlies is of the
right order of magnitude.
We postulate a very stable and therefore nearly flat layer of the
atmosphere at the equator. The stability is approximated by discon-
tinuities in the potential temperature with differences A 8 above
and below the layer of thickness 2D. We will make the gross (and
probably unnecessary) assumption that the middle of this layer
remains level.
All of the air of this layer has absolute vorticity _ + _y = 0
where /9 - 2_ In our case _ = - b---V--u Thus the potential vor-
RE __u + By by
ticity equation becomes by In other words, conver-
2D = 0
gence and divergence will not change the vorticity.
We can write
or
-u + = const. = -u(o)+ /_a2
2 2
where u(a) is the wind velocity at y = a.
If we assume there is a moving boundary at y = a(t) (and
y = -a(t) ) of our layer and that
then we have
u(a) = const. > 0 (or is a west wind)
Bo z By 2
u(y) = u(a) 2 +
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In particular we are interested in u when
u(.o) = u(a)- 'Saz
2
We can see from this equation when a
(a west wind) and when a is large then
(or we have east winds).
y = 0 or at the equator.
is small then u(o) _ u(a)
Ba2 is large and u(o) <
2
The "physical" appearance of the bands in east winds and west
winds is symbolized in Figure ,, I.
A "map" of the winds is given in Figure 2.
The stability is important in this discussion as a restoring force.
This can be seen roughly by the high values of D at the equator.
Actually, the stability is more important as a link between the pressure
and the height of a potential temperature surface. Thus we have a
mechanism for alternating west winds and east winds. We also can see
that there is some reason to think it will oscillate.
In order to investigate the period of oscillation we need a little
previous philosophical and mathematical discussion.
The theoreticians in oceanography have had a distinct advantage
over their counterparts in meteorology. The only significant measure
they have had of deep ocean currents has been a result of density
measurement and the geostrophic approximation.
i 22_
I a P and fv = + "P _ xfu = p O_y
have always been acceptable approximations. The numerical weather
prediction group led by Charney has also given the geostrophic
Thus in oceanography
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Horizontal drawings of the wind profiles in the mode] dls-
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cussed in this paper. The boundary bands of D-_-I-=
are important in defining the westerlies, and the centraD_
band of C + f = 0 is important in defining the easterIies.
FIGURE Z
BANDS OF VORTICITY
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approximation an aura of respectability in meteorology, b_reeman,
Baer and Jung (1957) have shown that flow becomes nearly geostrophic
rapidly when it is free to do so and, in addition, theories supporting it
are given earlier in this paper. We are going to study a problem in
which we can find u when the boundary a is known. Thus it will be
to our advantage to use the approximation in the sense, "given the
wind we use the geostrophic approximation to find the pressure. "
Exactly on the equator this results in the statement
c_p 2£z (1)
c_z - Pg
This is a modification of the hydrostatic equation. This statement
should also be true for several degrees of latitude away from the
equato r.
Near the equator we have
--_ = - /3Y u (2:)P c_y
We are going to be considering a system in which alternating values of
positive and negative u overlie each other so the best geostrophic
approximation in the horizontal is
__1 C_P hydrostotic = - /_yu
P c_y
In order to follow the north south motion of the boundary a we
____a0= V
8t
d aa _ a2a I 8p _ #yu (3)
dt tit at z : --P ely
F
i
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Now we want to use a changed value of g.
gu = g + 2,0, u
"With our stable layer and no value of u we had
olD _ Z_p bDI clp = -x g
P c)y cly P 0 y - hydrostatic pressure gradient
Now with u having a value we can say
__ _ diD _ 61D Ap cIDI o_p = Tu - - g -- -2Q, u
P C}y C}y P C}y P 8y
I C)p hydrostatic 2Q, u Zlp aid
P _y P c)y
= _yu- 2,0,u Byu
g
Substituting this in Eq. ( 3) and putting a for y we get
c_2a 2Q'/_u2 a
= _ g
If we set
a = ao sin. 2_T
ctu 2_ao
Ot T
COS
T sin -_-
and we get
4 T/"2 2 ,.Q,#. u2
T_" :- g
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this gives
Let us evaluate these terms:
m ..
217"
lul
g
2a#
1 day 8.64 x 104= sec.
1 yr. = 3. 153 x 107 sec.
g Tr x 10-4/sec.9. = 8.-7-_-_-_-_-_-_-__
ZTr -I0
/9 = 8.64 x 3 x I0 /m. sec.
Z
g = i0 m/sec
_/ 1014
10x
T --_ZTr 2 x ZTr x ZTr
[ul 3 x 8. 64 x 8. 64
8.64 %/_-O x 3
= lu"----F x 107 Z
3.9 x8.643. 15 x 2 ....
lul
3.9 x 8. 64 33.69
lu[ =3.15 x2.16 =_ = 4.95
lul = 5 m/sec, when T = 26 mos.
Our previous analysis has resulted in a reasonable frequency of
vibration for the atmosphere and a mode of vibration that will allow
alternate easterly and westerly winds at the equator.
The frequency was found to be in the range of interest resulting
from the observed 24 to 27 month period of vibration of the equatorial
B-If
winds.
We now need some way of arriving at a vertical wave length for
the waves. The first analysis (for the period) has assumed that the
stability is so great that no vertical motion is possible. Since we have
an organized vertical motion resulting from the expansion and con-
traction of ribbons of fluid it is not surprising that in order to find
the vertical motion of the waves we must give some vertical motion
to the fluid.
a(h-ho)
We assume W : 0t where ho is the fixed height for a
fluid ribbon at which some variable has a fixed value. Now ho2
and h can be subtracted to give D and h 2 - h I = D. This canol o
aw O2 h OO
be expressed in differential form as D _ : D OzO, : O--_'- '
The continuity equation for narrow levels is already sufficient to
give us
OoD
at
=0
The geostrophic approximation and previous considerations in the
first equation of motion is sufficient to give us
O_U =-- ( 2_+Of C)_-OU) W
We differentiate With respect Z and get
+ -ff at
B-IZ
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We know from continuity that I _U
a at
iaD
D at
We assume max
a____u-+ 2,_+az aa
at 8z a a t
so we can write
a au aa
C)Z >> 2 ,_, so we can say at C_Z _"Ou a
C_Z
This tells us that log C)___U - log a = const, in time
az
or 63 log au/,_ = const.
at az/_
or = const. = C3LI /max.
-_-z/a aZ/
Q
mox.
This equation can be written
_U
au ctz min.
a
clz a max.
l
u=ooc s(,2 z22 z),T,o=oos,n(2 z2,T)
We find that this condition is compatible with any set of waves moving
near the equator. In other words the vertical waves can have any
speed depending on max _______U. Apparently the condition on a____u is
az az
inherent in the driving function.
Earlier we presented a model of equatorial winds in which alternating
easterlies and westerlies are possible. In addition, we found that frequency
of vibration for reasonable values of IuI was in the range of interest (i.e.,
24 to Z7 months observed).
i
i/ ,
L
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Now we will apply the same techniques to the wind below a layer
in which geostrophic balance has been reached in the equatorial atmo-
sphere (near the equator, not at the equator) and also develop a relation-
ship for the vertical wave length.
We make the same assumptions as before, i.e., a very stable
flat layer of atmosphere near the equator. Also, as before absolute
vorticity ¢ +/3_ =0 for this layer.
Assume k4 = _,_*)%_ where u is the wind speed at the bottom
layer, A u is the change through the layers, and uA is the wind speed
at the lower part of the top layer and geostrophic balance has been reached
with hydrostatic pressure.
From the hydrostatic relationship, we have
,,o a,,/ ,,o gy ,,o _y
as in Ebdon and Veryard (1961) we have
;:"This means that the east-west velocities have balanced each other
down to this point.
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by use of the geostr0phic approximation, --
and setting _a = _ - I, -_-_4 , we obtain
_y
By use of the geostrophic approximation for /i_ ,
we have
_t _
Setting _ - _. ,
Let
0,: _,Sin
JC_ =- 4
J£_rt
T
then _!_ 2,-fr,_ cos _------_
Hence
_t_ "F _" T
T_ 9
For l_A = O
8.64
B - _'_" x/O-'_/m, se¢.
8.54x3
T = 26 _os.,
we have
/o "_ =/37 ''_,
which is reasonable.
i
ii
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We assume that we have two surfaces of constant potential
temperature with relationships as in the following diagram.
%
l
/ _ l l l f / /
h
• l l J" d • • f
Equa to r
>y
From continuity considerations, we have
__.__l,_e cons*. = _L_ a l,_o = K
0. ¢_Z go _Z
Assuming _ - _o (_,_) -_ then
From the thermal wind equation
we have
_z _Z
and integrating we obtain
Assuming a wave of form as follows Uo sin _---_L
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we have
Since
MA_. L
T
L
L
- we have
2/_,,2 /,.-stUo= ' _K_. l-
,,_v z ). FZUo
(_- h,) z - jx<_z
Now, O_ and (_.
thus we can think of
theoretically intersect in our model when
/?z- /_I = O as a "limiting" condition.
as sumption,
or
than (X
we have
_ L_Z: _ _uo/_7_
z jKa.
We would expect (or hope)that
; thus we set
Henc e, L _"
e, _, O_ at a distance greater
y = A_(_ where _q_ > _ .
_'_
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L = /V_ "_2/_'Uo_./_K
For 2.qr
8.6# x3
/0 _/sec_
and 0."d_°" latitude,
3
For @ - I0 _ and
and for
we have
Z_@ IO
L _ 2.5M ×/0-__
, & = /06 , we have K--'_ I0 -'°
3Z_ Z /0 a
U o = /0 m/sec.
L =-"zs, zo-%z-gTa 
0.8 x IOSA4
"M km.
Hence for All = i0 ( y = 30 ° latitude), L "" I0 k_.
which is a reasonable value for the wavelength.
Rudimentary Theory of Fluid Motion in the Ionosphere: ToStudy Slow
Motion of "Air" at High Levels as Influenced by Ions Motion
We need an acceptable equation of motion that links the
hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic motions.
We have good sets of equations for each.
We assume that the ions make up a fluid cable along the lines
B_
of magnetic force, and that the tension in the cable is given by A( 4---_ )
where A is the area of the cable.
This results in the following set of equations where u._aA are
1 1
both normal to the line of force for the ions.
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The neutral particles have a similar set of equations and
we assume the frictional drag of the ions carries them along or more
important holds them stationary.
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There is at least a superficial similarity between the stability
of vertical sheets of constant vorticity and material particles, and
the stability of "vertical" magnetic lines of force coming into the pole
carrying the ions. (See figure next page).
"vVe can imagine a magneto meteorological coordinate system
that follows constant vorticity up to 150 km and lines of force above,
or we may think of an atmosphere-like ionosphere above an ocean-
like atmosphere.
There can be radical and violent motions of the ionosphere
and we hope to investigate their effect on the atmosphere.
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However, for the moment we will only discuss a polar vortex
type motion in the mesosphere-stratosphere. The "displaced" magnetic
pole can give us a polar vortex in the following way. The vertical lines
of magnetic force carry the ionized particles with them and stir the
neutral atmosphere. This serves as a "drag" to slow the winds in
the ionosphere.
A solar event serves to increase the number of ions and to
lower them and thus to increase the drag.
If the winds in the ionized layer are west winds,this results in
an input of east winds.
If the winds in the ionized layer are east winds ,this results in
an input of west winds.
B-Z0
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We assume that in the top of the meso-stratosphere where this
action is most effective we usually have east winds. Thus, when a
solar event lowers the ionosphere and increases the drag the result
is an input of west winds.
These west winds work their way down as indicated by the
formulas developed in Section III.
The drag gives us an excess of west wind (really of deficiency
of east wind) or a Aa that is positive. This A_ results in values of
d_Yi and subsequent motion of the Y. lines.
d_z 1
Note from the equation that there is a small "instantaneous"
effect of a disturbance at all levels but it finally becomes more im-
portant at upper levels than in lower.
In Section ILI we have a discussion of several cases of increased
solar activity being followed by increased easterlies in the auroral zone
at 10 mb.
We feel that most of our work of showing solar influence on
tropospheric weather patterns is done when we can show an effect at
10 mb. Also we feel that in the polar regions an effect that goes from
10 mb to 1000 mb could have gone from 0.1 mb to 10 mb and from
0.001 mb to 0.1 mb by almost exactly the same process. We have
no difficulty showing significant disturbance at 0. 001 mb so we feel
there is little difficulty in postulating that disturbances propagate to
0.1 mb. We only have the gap from 60 km to 30 km or 0.1 mb to
10 mb as being made up of pure theoretical discussion.
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Unsteady Motion in Atmospheric Cross Sections
We discussed the steady state flow in atmospheric cross sections
in Appendix A, and we also discussed certain rudimentary time dependent
problems (especially the time dependence at one level) previously in
this section.
Now we would like to develop a fairly complete model
giving the dynamics of an atmospheric cross section and from that show
the path we are taking toward a solution of the problem in x , y, and z .
We assume a known three dimensional divergence (to keep from
emphazing non-essentials, we make it zero), conservation of potential
vorticity and of potential temperature, and that thermal wind equation
holds. These assumptions are expressed as follows:
4,4 -o(i) &_
_(a - 0(3) le
'7 _ o _e(41 t : -
where: A = WD
D is the vertical distance between two constant @ surfaces
W is the horizontal distance between two constant _---_--surfaces.
Since we are dealing with cross sections with no derivatives with
6u + c)_ 9-_ 0
respect to "x"_ the divergence equation _ "_-"_" _Z -
becomes _ + _ --0 which can be written 6(___ _ 0, with
ay _ at
A defined as above. With the use of A --WD , we can write the vorticity
equation in a different form for cross sections as follows:
d._ = a-"_ WD
W(¢*._)
Cw#) L _t
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(5) 0
'" _t for a non-divergent cross section.
Hence for a cross section, we have defined a new vorticity (5).
We call this quantity L and we have
<_L: _ wry++} : o
If the relative vorticity is known we can draw lines of constant L
on a cross section• Assuming this to be the case, we pick one of these
lines and call it L . (We would hope that L is small, i.e. LQ "_ALO O '
and that the lines of L = L. are vertical.)
i
We now define Y = Y - Yo and we make a finite difference
approximation to _ at Yi,ui = u(Yi) and ui+ 1 = u(Yi+ I) where Y. andi
Yi+l are the coordinates of Z.l and Zi+ 1 respectively. We note that
W. = Yi+l - Y" " Since L = W( _" + f) we can writeI I
_,, + _ +=.g--(Y.,_Y,)}: L(6) w_t.
or -(_i.i-- I,(/.) "1'- _.(_,,i- VL)'i" _(yt;,%- YL:) = Li
Rearranging, we have
+_ -<<<4[_v, +_- <<,]: L,I-CoY,:+,
[+.V<+,
By defining
we have
and
+_:+_,:--<,,..]:[r v<+_F-,'-<<,]+L
= - lX,i , Z = O,I,Z, -..
Mi÷,
(7) Mi+l
- lVlz " Lz = L, + z_L
= /Vii + L, ÷ z_L
: (_+,)L.+_ k,_l.+M.
li,I
- (Z÷tJL 6 t -z(z+l) _L @ Mo
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which gives us relationships in the horizontal.
We note that any M. can be expressed in terms of any other M..
i j
Thus we would expect that M. = constant and dM. = 0. This property
1 1
will be very useful to us shortly.
From (7), we can write
yi__ _ (L.t.I)( 2.Lo + l._L )_ M6{8) _ : #.Y_ t #_z z
Equation (8) gives u. in terms of Y.
1 1
Next, we will use the thermal wind equation to relate Y. and h. ,
1 1
where
(9)
('To÷ # Y_) a
h. is the height of the potential temperature surface
1
From equation (4) and substituting Y = Y - Yo' we have
Expressing in finite difference form,
(to
---- 9 ay
d_ In ei __, where
we have
@;,,-
W;
{}i"
(lo)
since
(ii)
By differentiation we have from equation (8)
-_- O, _Mo = 0 and aDk 0
Substituting equation (10) into equation (9), we have
We now make use of the second equation of motion
_(--F= -_ a_
which we re-write using finite differences as follows
_ = - 9 W_
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by using equation (8).
Since _ __ O
_t_.
we have
(13) _t,
we have a_FZ _ 2__. Using equation (ll)
Although equation (13) appears to be very complicated, we can
illustrate it quite simply using graphical means.
i
!
Recalling that we are dealing with cross sections,
_y
equation (14)
is merely the equation for lines of constant vorticity _ as they move in
the y direction, giving values of Y (_,f:_).
If we deal with cases where the Y. are small (and 7_ << _ ),
I
then we can simplify equation (13) to a more useful form (still retaining
its essential linear mathematical elements).
Thus we have
bt _ [. _ a
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where for further simplification we have ignored the constant
Let us now check to see whether a study by the method of charac-
teristics would be fruitful.
6 Ot _)_÷o_,.
- U,;
_t
We write equation (14) as follows:
a_
U___..__ _ u_ _ Y_ _ Y_
3t _ _c _z
/
dt _
_c
Hence, we see that (dz) Z = 0 . This equation has only the charac-
teristic _---_ -- 0 Consequently, we cannot gain in the study of equation
dt
(14) by the method of characteristics.
a previous study, reference [3] , we discussed equation (14)inIn
some detail when _ is small enough to be neglected. We will now
_z
discuss it when _ is the most prominent term.
_z
We make a preliminary study of the equation
_Y I _Y with _: > 0(15) _, : k_ _
This is the parabolic equation _:_/ _*
We will find solutions of it later but the general form is well
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This shows that a long term weak disturbance at high altitude
can build up to a short term strong disturbance at low altitude.
for various times appears as follows.A plot of Y(z)
Z
Y
Notice that the maximum value of the disturbance grows and moves down.
We re.write equation 14) as follows
This is a differential equation of the form
¢16) _ k,2"_ k 2
B-Z7
We note that a solution Y(_q ) of bZY '' - Y' = 0 is also a
solution of equation (16) where
z k_.._)
_(k_z ,b- C
Hence two solutions of equation (16) are
¥,_: y;o.J,'-* k,
(17) (_!-_, ,VI:
where
_-+b k., /
_. b---_--t)k, k_
k, _ t_. e---Z-
k::
The downward propagation speed c is equal to
is arbitrary.
(18)
Hence,
C
b
k,M_
b fd. _
.T.
where b
where
(19)
and for
It is worthwhile to examine one or two simple cases.
We note that when Jg z.a #o: , equation (18) reduces to
t,÷oD,:(2 : L_&*,
b -> 1, the propagation speed is meteorologically instantaneous.
In this case the speed c can be "adjusted" by choosing b < 1 .
Also when _' _{o z (which is more likely), the speed c can
be readily "adjusted" by choosing b<< 1 .
Equation (17) will be more fully investigated, by using varying
values of b and for various Y. , in a forthcoming paper.
i
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We would probably like to discuss the effects of this model
on a spherical earth• In this case we can write the continuity equation
in the form
where Y'I and Yi+l are expressed in degrees of latitude.
The pole needs special treatment. We would call the southern
boundary of the polar cap Y
n
The vorticity equation would be
_-- =0
and the continuity equation would be
2(y:D)=0
The thermal wind equation would be
or
this would be
# O_ aS_
Oz _t c)e
_t
ot - L
which is the thermal wind equation for a polar cap.
log °I" %_ _ i_ _t_m - re )
_ (Y2 (s0) _)
% : % e aI o_ -
These modifications may be needed to discuss these flows.
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APPENDIX C
EXAMPLES OF THE RESPONSE OF THE
TROPOSPHERE TO SOLAR EFFECTS
by
John C. Freeman, Jr.
W. H. Portig
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Response iof Low Level Circulation
MacDonald (1960) and Shapiro and Ward (1962a) have shown
that there is a response in the lower atmosphere to the solar storms.
Shapiro and Ward found statistical significance for two events.
(i) An increase in the westerlies about 5 days after the
K maximum.
P
(Z) A decrease in the westerlies about 14 days after the
K maximum.
P
Their event (I) is consistent with the increased cyclonic circula-
tion found by MacDonald.
Thus we could say that the solar wind or the solar storm heats
the upper mesosphere and causes divergence and anticyclonic circula-
tion there. This divergence causes low level convergence and increased
cyclonic circulat{on which reaches its peak in about 5 days. In about
14 days the anticyclonic circulation has worked its way to the troposphere.
The attempt by Freeman, Graves and Portig (1963) to show the
effect of the solar wind on the earth weather is summarized in the fol-
lowing pages.
The model calls for increase in cyclonic activity in the polar tropo-
sphere as a first effect resulting from upper air divergence and low level
convergence. The final effect is the ultimate arrival at the ground of
the high level anticyclonic circulation.
The effects studied here were first found in detail by Shapiro
and Ward and were emphasized by our work.
With this hypothesis in mind we have prepared graphs of solar,
ionosphere, high atmosphere and tropospheric data for the period August
and September, 1961.
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We will describe the scales and outlines of those figures along
with credit for their source.
Because we are concerned with solar-earth weather effects,
each Figure i-4 has the plot of the K magnetic index which we takeP
to be a measure of the solar wind area and a plot of Zl the west windP
at 700 mb. (Since this is still summer we use the polar zonal index
which we will see later contains most of the westerlies. )
Figure 1
SSN, the sun spot numbers as reported by Lincoln (1961, 196Z).
The vertical lines on the graphs denote weeks. The vertical scale for
SSN is the observed relative sun spot number.
C , the planetary magnetic character index from Bartels (1962).
P
The vertical scale is the accepted value of the index. It is a measure
of magnetic disturbance.
A , the planetary magnetic A index from Bartels (196Z). This
P
is essentially an expanded K index but has its accepted scale and method
of measurement from a magnetogram.
Z1 , the polar zonal index of westerly wind speeds as used and
P
reported by the Extended Forecast Section of the U.S. Weather Bureau.
The dotted line is the five day running mean of this quantity plotted three
times a week on the day the period ends.
K is the planetary magnetic K index from Bartels (1962)
P
summed for the day indicated. This quantity has an accepted scale
and we use it as a measure of the solar wind for the day. The dotted
line is the 5 day running mean of K quantity plotted daily on the last
P
day of the period.
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Figure 2
FI0, the flux of i0.7 cm wave length radio waves as reported by
Jacchia (1963). He relates these waves to satellite drag and high atmo-
sphere temperature as did King-Hele (1963). The vertical scale is in
units of 10-22W/m2 c/s band width.
F20, the flux of 20 cm wave length radio waves.
DST. This is the DsT(H ) from San Juan and Honolulu com-
puted by J. W. Freeman (1963) after Akasofu. This is a special
magnetic index used as a measure of the intensity of individual mag-
netic storms. Note that the maximum deviation of -100_'occurred
in the magnetic storm of September 29 and 30.
RM, J. W. Freeman's (1963) measure of the distance (on the sun
side of the earth) at which there is a sharp cutoff in the count rate of
the S L charged particle detector. He assumes this is the boundary
P
of the magnetosphere (and since it is practically the discovery obser-
vation, he is probably right). The figure for our period is plotted
3
here. The units are km x I0
R M is taken as a measure of the solar wind. (This measure
would be influenced by the preceding shock wave in the solar wind.
Figure 3
PR- P' The corrected drag on the satellite 1961 81 during the
period indicated. Jacchia (1963) takes this as the best summary of
satellite drag measurement made on six satellites during this period.
'.'_S L. An electron energy spectrometer channel with pass band
90 Pkev to 50 key.
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The radiation pressure is subtracted and the drag inverted in order
to correlate with temperature. Hig_ temperature results in high
drag. The satellites were at 350 to 650 km.
PR' Radiation pressure drag. The scale is torrs/sec.
T , Jacchia's estimate of the temperature at satellite altitude.
This would be the temperature in the high ionosphere in °K.
T_00, Jacchia's (1963) standardized temperature. The tempera-
ture is "corrected" to A = 0 and I0.7 cm flux = i00. This is a
P
measure of the accuracy of the fit of his method of temperature
estimate.
Figure 4
L , An indication of the dates on which certain events are
expected according to Shapiro (1959). As you go up three days you
find a period of increased persistence begins. In five days a period
of increased westerlies begins and in 13 days a period of decreased
persistence and westerlies begins.
_lat is the difference between the mean latitude of the 18,200
feet height contour at 500 mb and the 19,200 feet height contour at
500 mb (when they define the north and south boundaries of the
westerlies). This is expected to vary inversely with the speed of the
westerlies.
W-E. The maximum easterlies (usually near 80 ° ) are subtracted
from the maximum westerlies to get the dotted curve. The solid
curve is the mean zonal wind in the ring between 850 and 500 mb and
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between 50°N and 55°N minus the mean zonal wind in the ring between
850 and 500 mb and between 80°N and 85°N. The figure is based on
computation furnished by A. Kreuger of the National Weather Satellite
Center of the U. S. Weather Bureau.
In addition to these graphs, we made several subjective studies
of the weather patterns at various levels over the whole world. We
decided that the pattern of September i0 and Ii was vastly different
from that of August 29 and 30. The southern and northern hemisphere
flows at 500 mb were mostly strong westerlies on August 29 and 30.
The i0 mb chart of Scherhag (1962) showed zonal flow with a ring of
high pressure. On September l0 and ii there were several blocks
and cut-off highs and lows. Hurricanes and typhoons were a prominent
feature of the map. The i0 mb flow showed a definite two cell (high
and low) pattern on September I0 and ii. (The two cell pattern at
i0 mb was firmly established by September 4 and at that time a surface
high cell was over the magnetic pole. It progressed from east to west
between September 4 and 1 i. )
These differences and the occurrence of a peak in the I_ index
P
near August Z9 led to the choice of August 30, September 3 and Septem-
ber ii as days to emphasize in the study.
We made some quantitative studies of the differences between
these days. The surface pressure distribution in the Northern
Hemisphere north of 15 ° shows that the total weight of air on
August Z7 and September I0 was the same but that 50% of it was north
C-9
of 34. 2° on August 27 and 50°/0 of it was north of 36.2 ° on September 10.
Thus there was a pressure increase at the poles during this period and
a pressure decrease in lower latitudes.
Even though the choice of September l0 and ii, 1961 by a labora-
tory in Houston as a day of significance in the weather is understandable
(the landfall of Hurricane Carla occurred at this time), it also turned
out to be a very fortunate choice. We were led back to August 29 as the
day of arrival of an impulse at the magnetosphere, and the highest value
of K for the period occurred during this magnetic storm. In addition,
P
the other effects on ionospheric temperature postulated by Jacchia
(1963) are all small (see Figure 2).
The period August 29 to September 12 is one of the few periods in
these two months when neither the beginning nor the end of the expected
solar wind effect is influenced by another solar wind storm or other
solar effect.
The maximum 5-day running mean of K for August and Septem-
P
ber occurs in association with a disturbance that reached its peak August 30,
!.961 ( See Figure i.) There were no other very large values of
K between August Ii and September 14; hence, this K increase
P P
event was comparatively isolated in time. The sun spot numbers show
a flat disturbed minimum during this period {Figure I) and the I0 cm
solar flux stays below Ii0 from August 20 to September 3. The radius
of the magnetosphere is a minimum on the day the K index reaches
P
a peak. Both of these are accepted indications of a strong solar wind.
We assume that there was a marked increase in the solar wind on
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August 30.
At a time when the I0 cm solar flux value (see Figure 3) indicates
that a minimum should be expected in temperature (as measured by
satellite drag), there is a small maximum which reaches its peak with
the Kp index and R M (see Figure 2). Since solar corpuscular effects
are generally accepted as the heating mechanism for this kind of tem-
perature change, we shall assume that it caused this heating. Since
the satellite was not in the auroral zone we can surmise that this heating
was more pronounced at the poles. Since the effects we study depend
on gradients of temperature we are not too unhappy to see a small tem-
perature change.
Accepting that the polar atmosphere at about i00 km and above
was heated on August 29 or 30, what do we expect to happen to the
lower layers? Following Ward and Shapiro we would expect persistence
of patterns to be great starting the third day after the event and con-
tinuing for six days. This would be the period September i-6. Accord-
ing to "Die Grosswetterlagen Mitteleuropas" of Amtsblatt des Deutschen
Wetterdienstes, the same basic pattern lasted from August 26 to
September 7. The analysis of Shapiro (1959) predicts (as the "lag flag"
of Figure 4 indicates) that the period from September • 12 to September
17 should be a period of change. The description from Germany says
there were moderate westerly winds from September 8 to 13. They
broke down on September 14 and became a marked meridional pattern.
This independent observation of Shapiro's persistences probably adds
to the significance of his study. However, since we are concerned
C-11
with only one case we are not in a position to perform any statistical
analysis.
Shapiro (1959) also estimates the effect on the zonal wind. His
data was for all times of the year and to consider the westerlies at
this time we must use the polar westerly index. Shapiro's study for
the Western Hemisphere indicates that the maximum speed of the
westerlies (ZIp) should be September 3 and it occurred September 4
(see Figure 4). He indicates that the minimum should be September ll
and it occurred September 10.
We have several other wind indices:
Ala t in Figure 4 which includes lower latitudes over about 1/2
the hemisphere (it is not wind but a rough measure of it) shows
strong westerlies September 6 and the weakest westerlies for a
long period around September 13.
W-E covers a whole ring around the earth and it indicates a
maximum difference between westerlies and easterlies near the
pole on September 4 and a sustained minimum centered on
September 13. This minimum corresponds to the longer time
lag for weakening the westerlies that Shapiro noted for Europe.
_:' Shapiro attempted to link the high persistence and weak westerliel
with the statement that high persistence and stron E westerlies go with
large pressure systems and that low persistence and weak westerlies
go with small pressure systems. We found this statement confusing
until we recalled that he filters ordinary troughs and ridges; and by
large systems, he means a polar low cell with two or three subtropi-
cal highs and by small systems, he means blocks and cut-off lows and
highs.
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With this noteworthy confirmation of a result that was found
statistically significant on previous data, we are encouraged to study
the rest of the two month period.
Study of the lag flags in Figure 4 indicates the following predic-
tions and confirmations:
Predicted Westerlies
August 1- 9 High values
August I0-18 Confused
August 19-25
August 26-31
September 1-6
September 7- 11
September 12- 17
Low values
No prediction
High value s
No prediction
Low values
September 18-Z2
September 23-30
High value s
Confused
Observed Westerlies
High values began July 29 and
lasted until August 5.
Many peaks and valleys slowly
rising.
Low values August 22 to 27.
Rise begins on August Z9.
Peak on September 4.
Low value s.
Low values; rise begins on Sep-
tember 15.
High value s.
High values until September Z7;
then rapid decrease.
There are five unequivocal predictions possible during the two
month period and all of them are correct.
Calculation of linear correlation coefficients between indices
provided additional information to assist in evaluating the August-
September 1961 weather. The entire series of daily data was used in
calculating 5-day mean values. The 5-da 7 means were identified by
the ending date of the period for which the mean was being calculated.
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The latitude difference between the 18, 200 feet and 19, 200 feet
contour on the 500 mb chart showed a correlation Coefficient of -0.6
with the 700 mb temperate zonal index for the westerlies.
latitude differences are associated with slower westerlies,
are in the expected direction.
The 5-day mean K (daily sum) index had a +0. 1 linear cor-
P
relation with the 700 mb zonal westerlies for the western quadrisphere.
An attempt was also made to check the lag relationships between K
P
and the zonal index for the 700 mb temperate westerlies with these
results:
Since larger
the results
Lag : 0 day 2 day 4 day 5 day 6 day 13 day 14 day
+0. 1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3
Note that in common with most of the studies of geomagnetism and winds
or pressure data, more happens between days 4 and 6 than at other
times. When you recognize that during this period the polar westerlies
and the temperate westerlies at 500 mb had a very high negative cor-
relation, then this report becomes a fair confirmation of Shapiro's and
Ward's findings and even indicates there is some possible profit in day
to day correlation of K and the maximum westerlies.
P
The weather maps for August 30, September 3 and September 11
which we have chosen to be of particular interest are in Figure 7 (con-
tained in the pocket in back of this report).
Surface maps show a striking difference between August 30 and
September ll, especially in the low latitudes where hurricanes
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predominate on September iI. The map for September 3 perhaps has
the seeds of the hurricane but they have not formed. The increased
polar westerlies between August 30 and September 3 are noteworthy
in Europe and the Pacific Ocean. The 500 mb chart shows an increase
in blocking and meridional flow between August 30 and September 1 i,
and the westerlies have significant jet streams far to the south on
September Ii. The 500 mb chart for September 3 shows the westerlies
contracted into the pole but otherwise is much like the chart for
August 30.
The i00 mb charts are all pretty much the same for all three
days.
The 30 mb chart shows a very significant difference between
August 30 and September ii in that there is a polar low and a ring of
high pressure off August 30 and a two cell non-polar pattern on Septem-
ber Ii. It is also significant that the 30 mb chart for September 3
looks very much like the two cell I0 mb chart for September Ii except
that a migration of the high cell from the magnetic pole to the west
during the period has occurred.
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APPENDIX D
PLANETARY EFFECTS ON THE SUNSPOT CYCLE
by
W. H. Portig
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ABSTRACT
It is shown that a considerable amount of the variations of the
sunspot numbers are due to three periodicities. While one of them
remains unexplained the other two coincide with periodicities in the
movements of Jupiter and Saturn. These effects are so strong and their
levels of statistical significance so high that new ways of thinking in
pianetary science seem imperative.
In order to apply statistical methods the original sunspot numbers
have to be replaced by their square roots. The physical significance of
this transformation is briefly discussed.
The periodicities which have been found are used to forecast the
annual sunspot numbers for the years up to gO00 A.D.
!
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I. Introduction
For a long time the variations of the number of sunspots have
intrigued scientists. Many attempts have been made to analyze them
but with relatively small success. In the last century, when such inves-
tigations began, the number of available data was not sufficient. Recently
the power spectrum analysis has been applied which is too crude a method
to be successful in this delicate time series.
The appearance of the time series of annual sunspot numbers
should make it clear toa careful observer that there must be several
periodicities of almost equal length involved. There are, with exception
of the years around 1800, no obvious breaks in the phase angle which
would justify the assumption that a periodicity begins at a certain time
and fades away gradually. This is the case with daily sunspot numbers
which, after the first appearance of a new group of sunspots, show a peri-
odicity which reflects the rotation of the sun. New series of this type are
out of phase with previous and future ones. No such phenomenon can be
observed in annual sunspot numbers.
On the other hand, not much emphasis has been placed on the
changes in the length of the sunspot cycle. The author is not aware that
the shortening of the sunspot cycle, which took place in the beginning of
this century, has aroused much attention in scientific circles. The years
with sunspot maxima in this century were 1905, 1917, 1928, 1937, 1947,
and 1957 which corresponds to a mean length of the cycle of i0.4 years,
or, counting from World War I, of i0.0 years, and not of ii years as is
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still generally assumed.
These types of irregularities in the annual sunspot numbers led
the author to the belief that there must be several causes for the sunspots
having almost equal wave lengths. The first attempts at analysis were
made with the sunspot numbers as they are published. The results were
encouraging and identical with those obtained with transformed sunspot
numbe rs.
II. The Statistical Treatment
i. Transformed Sunspot Numbers
The original sunspot numbers have a property that makes it im-
possible to apply most of the statistical tests. This property is their
extreme skew frequency distribution. In order to submit the sunspot
numbers to statistical treatments it is advisable to transform them such
that the frequency distribution of the transformed data does not differ too
much from a normal distribution. It is not possible to find a transforma-
tion that produces a strict Gaussian distribution for two reasons: (i) A
periodic function which resembles a sine curve always has a tendency
toward a bimodal distribution. A periodic function with constant ampli-
tude even has an extreme bimodal distribution which drops abruptly to
zero beyond the two maxima (Portig, 1944). Since we intend to study the
periodicities of the sunspots we do not want to destroy the bimodality by
means of a transform.
Remark: All statistical significance tests known to the author overlook
the fact that a periodic function cannot have a normal distribution, and that
the better the periodicity the greater are the deviations from normality.
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(2) The original data have a substantial number of zeros which cannot
be eliminated by a transform. The normal distribution requires the
frequencies to converge to zero when approaching the smallest value.
A transform which improves the statistical properties of the
original sunspot numbers, S , - within the limitations just mentioned - is
the square root of them. For convenience they are multiplied by i0 so
that we use the variable S' = i0_ .
Figure 1 shows the frequency distributions of S and S'
For the data from 1749 through 1961 the arithmetic mean of all 213
values of S' is 65.9, their standard deviation (Yl being 29. 79.
Z. Analysis
It is extremely difficult to separate periodicities of almost equal
length, and there is only one way to eliminate the intermingling of them.
One must find a period for which all suspected periodicities are subhar-
monics. This period, totally covered with equally spaced data, has to be
submitted to harmonic analysis for the selected subharmonics. Assuming
that the periodicities are independent of each other such that their effects
add up arithmetically, such harmonic analysis will separate them com-
pletely. When the periodicities have very closely the same length, or the
ratio between their lengths is unfavorable, a very long series of data is
required. This requirement excludes the majority of meteorological data
from rigorous treatment in the search for periodicities. In the case of
the sunspot numbers things aremore favorable.
It is a trend of the present development in planetary science to
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study the tides that may be induced by the planets on the sun. It is
tempting to relate the 11.86 years that Jupiter requires for one orbit
with the approximate 11 year intervals in which the sunspot maxima
are spaced. The sunspot data were arranged according to the positions
of the planets in their orbits.
There was an unexpected difficulty in finding these positions.
All books dealing with the motion of the planets, even the Encyclopaedia
Brittanica, carefully list the seven elements which must be known to com-
pute the position of a planet at any time; they fail, however, to give nu-
merical values of these elements. It turned out that for our purpose it
is sufficient to know the celestial longitudes of the planets at one certain
moment and their times of a siderial orbit to the fourth digit. After some
searching the celestial longitudes for 1850, January 1, were found (Clemence)
and all other longitudes could be computed easily from these.
A relatively crude review showed that three planetary periodicities
are strongly reflected in the sunspot numbers, viz.
(I) the siderial orbit time of Jupiter, II.86 years;
(2) the "synodic" orbit time of Jupiter with respect
to Saturn, i.e. the repetition time after which
Jupiter and Saturn are in conjunction or opposi-
tion, 9.93 years;
(3) the siderial orbit of Uranus, 84.0 years.
Because of its length the latter factor is not yet amenable to rigorous
statistical treatment.
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The two remaining periodicities are very close to the 15th and 18th
harmonics of a 178 year period. The differences are
178
11.86 - _ - 11.86 - II.87 = 0.01 year
178
9.93 - _ = 9.93 - 9.90 = 0.03 year
After extracting these two periodicities, it was found that another har-
monic remained, 178/16 = iI. 125 years. This harmonic is well known
from previous analyses (e.g., see Kuiper, 1953) and is still unexplained.
The new aspect in this analysis is that it has been separated from plane-
tary periodicities of similar lengths. This procedure is rigorous and
has no ambiguities under the two assumptions that (a) the effects of the
several periodicities are additive arithmetically, and (b) the effects can
best be described by sine curves. Both assumptions are common in this
type of work, but it seems advisable to state them formally and to remem-
ber them in the interpretation of the results.
3. Results
Schuster (quoted from ]Baur, 1939) developed a theory about the
emergence of ficticious periodicities in any population of data. He relates
the probability, W , that the analyzed amplitude, A , will exceed certain
values to the number of data, N ,
introducing the ratio
k =
where E = _J--_N and
and their standard deviation, _" , by
Amplitude A
Expectancy E
__k2
W(k) = e In the example we have the
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standard deviation of the transformed sunspot number,
based on the first 178 observations.
S'- units.
The harmonic analysis of the
I
_- = 27.3,
This leads to an expectancy E = 3.62
S' data gives for the
15th harmonic (Ii.87 years), A = 12.9, A/E = 3.6
18th harmonic ( 9.90 years), A = ii.05, A/E = 3.0
and for the residual
16th harmonic (ll. 125 years), A = 21. 70, A/E = 6.0
-5Computing W we find that there is only 0.05, 0.085, and less than i0
of a percent probability, respectively, that the analyzed amplitudes are
the products of mere chance.
Figure 2 shows in the upper three curves the three periodicities
discussed here as they were obtained by harmonic analysis from the annual
S' values of the 178 years, 1749 through 1926. The fourth curve is the
arithmetic sum of the three. It is extrapolated to the year 2000; that is,
its left hand part is repeated such that 1749 corresponds to 1927, etc.
The lowest part of the figure presents the original S' numbers.
One sees that in spite of the very high probabilities for the reality of the
analyzed curves there are considerable unexplained residues. One gets
two subjective impressions, that (a) the amplitude of the S' numbers
is subject to a multiplying (or some other functional) effect in addition
to the additive ones; and (b) there is a long term wave which has not been
covered by our analyses. The first of these conclusions cannot be inves-
tigated at the present time. The second is discussed briefly in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
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4. Other Periodicities
It is probable that the position of Uranus also has an influence
on the number of sunspots. The literature on the effects of sunspots
on climate mentions again and again a cycle of 80 to 90 years length (e. g.
Willett, 1961). Uranus orbits the sun in 84 years. As mentioned above,
this is too long an interval to be determined by rigorous mathematical
methods from 213 years of data. Less rigorous methods are very en-
and indicate a large amplitude of 13-14 S'-units. [Ifcouraging we
could apply Schuster's criterion, this would mean that there is only 0.007%
probability that this analyzed periodicity is the product of mere chance.J
Also, the position of the earth may have an effect on the sunspot
numbers. In this case we have to use monthly data rather than annual.
The effect is much smaller than that of the big planets, its amplitude
being only 0.33 S'-units. Applying Schuster's test we would find that
there is a probability of 98.5% that this result is nothing but a result of
mere chance. There is another test which can be applied here. Harmonic
constituents can be represented by vectors. If there are several of them
there will be a mean vector, and circles can be drawn around its end
representing probabilities in the same way as intervals counted from a
scalar mean. Analyzing the monthly S' with respect to calendar months
for i0 year periods, we arrive at the vectors shown in Figure 3. The
cross denotes the end of the average vector. The circle around it repre-
sents its standard error. From the theory of harmonic dials we see that
there is 86% probability that this distribution of vectors is not a result of
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mere chance.
It is interesting to note that only the data obtained after 1849 have
a harmonic dial of the characteristics presented in Figure 3. When we
use earlier data the centroid of the dots is very close to the center of
the dial. This seems to be a consequence of the fact that sunspot numbers
before 1849 were estimated at a later time on the basis of old records.
This feature, together with the change in the appearance of the harmonic
dials for the data before and after 1849, adds to the confidence one may
have in the resultant vector of Figure 3. This is, however, only a sub-
jective feeling whereas the objective methods do not suggest a statistical
significance of the result.
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III. Astronomical Interpretation of the Results
The statistical evidence proves for Jupiter and Saturn, and suggests
for Uranus and Earth, that there are positions which favor or impede the
formation of sunspots. Figure 4 shows the positions of the planets which
seem to be effective. The sun is in the center of the figure. The celes-
tial longitude begins at the left and runs counterclockwise. The inner
circle contains the "critical" positions of earth. _':_The next and the outer
circles contain these positions for Jupiter and Uranus, respectively. The
third circle indicates the positions of the radius vector on which Saturn,
Jupiter, and the Sun are lined up at "critical" times.
..:..
Notice that the earth is positioned at the time of the autumnal equinox
(September) in the direction, as seen from the sun, of the vernal equinox
which is conventionally assigned the longitude 0 °.
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The same conditions are shown in another way in Figure 4A.
For each of the orbits presented in Figure 4 the actual relationship
between S' numbers and the celestial longitudes are plotted in polar
coordinates. The center corresponds to S' = 0 , and the circle to the
arithmetic mean of all S' , 66. The curves are the arithmetic means
of all S' that were observed at the particular longitudes. Shadings em-
phasize longitudes of super- or subnormal solar activity as related to
(or also produced by?) the planets.
Comparing the upper and lower diagrams in Figure 4, it is seen
that there is a clustering of planetary positions near 270 ° longitude when
the sunspots tend to have their minimum. Since the entire system moves
in the direction of 270 ° it appears that planets preceding the sun tend to
have a quieting effect on solar activity. This effect begins when the planet
is still at longitudes smaller than 270 ° and reaches its maximum shortly
thereafter. The solar system does not move parallel to the ecliptic.
Figure 5 shows the vector of motion in its relation to the ecliptic, the
plane in which we count celestial longitudes.
Only one of the three Saturn-Jupiter constellations fits into this
scheme, and the author can suggest no explanation. It should be mentioned
that the three places where Saturn and Jupiter meet shift slowly around
the ecliptic. While Saturn reaches the same longitude every Z9.46 years,
the meeting repeats itself every [ 9.93, 19.86, and] 29. 79 years, or
4° farther east. This is confirmed, though below statistical significance
levels, by a computed increase of phase angle of 6 degrees per orbit.
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IV. Physical Justification for the Use of S'
Taking the root of the sunspot number means mathematically
changing from a parameter that represents an area to one representing
a line. In other words, S' represents the sunspot density along a line
crossing the region with sunspots. This can be related more easily to
the positions of the planets when we interpret their effects as tidal forces.
Tidal forces on the sun are strongest just opposite the planet. This is
especially true for the component perpendicular to the solar surface.
This means that the tidal force in the radial direction is concentrated in
one point from where it decreases in all directions. As a consequence
of the sun's rotation and the movement of the planets, there is a tidal
wave running over the .sun's surface and its crest stretches in the merid-
ional direction.
We can also try another interpretation. When we assume that
the tidal forces exerted by the planets do not provide the energy for the
intensity of the sunspots but that they only trigger their release, the
diameter, d , of the area affected by the tidal triggering forces is more
important than its area, "_ d24 This would justify our relating the root
of the sunspot number rather than the number itself to tidal forces.
The concepts in this section are only a weak attempt to bolster
the modification required by the theory of statistics. The solar physicist
has to decide what is actually the physical meaning of S' . As an excuse
for our heuristic approach, it may be mentioned that the physical mean-
ing of the original sunspot number is also not yet fully established.
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V. Outlook
A physical hypothesis to explain the correlations between positions
of the planets does not exist yet and should be developed. Further studies
should be made which include the smaller planets and which scan all con-
stellations, and not only those which are commensurate with full orbits
(as above).
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
The sections of this report are not arranged in the order in
which the work was carried out. Consequently, there are certain con-
tradictions between Appendix C (written in 1963) and Section II _
(written in 1965).
Appendix A was begun in 1958 and finalpreparation was accom-
plished for this project. This work has been sponsored, during a
period of several years, by the U. S. _±r Force, the National Science
Foundation and NASA. The concepts developed in Appendix A are neces-
sary for understanding Sections I and III of the report.
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